


• On-machine dressing integrates
the dressing unit with the grinding
head to ensure the highest level. of
repeatability. Compensation for
wheel wear between dres e is
automatic.

• Designed with the flexibility to
a1 0 grind internal and external
gears with non-dressahle Gleason
high-precision vitrified or plated
CBN wheels .

• 1 On-machine inspection analyzes
stock distribution. and compen ares

for heat treat distortion and part
runout, The grinding cycle is optimized

automatically,
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The bigger the grinding application, the better we look. From 400
to 4,000 rnrn, Gleason-Pfauter Profile Grinders can take the time,
cost and question marks out of your process, and put more
profitability in.

• Grinding technology database recommends and
optimizes the perfect production" methodology.

Call us. We'U cut your big grinding challenges down to size.

• K-Chan inspection allows specific input
for both profile and lead modifications. Tlhe Gl'eason Works

• Tooth twist compensation for noise-control and
high performance application corrects tooth
profile deviation ..

HXXlUniversity Ave .. RO. Box 22970
Rochester, NY 1.4692-2970 U.S.A.

Phone: 585/473-1()()) Fax: 585/461.-4348
Web site: www.g1eason.com E-m_ail:sales@gleason~com

61eason delivers the p',ower. IMTS '02- Booth # 69'31
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Gear Industry
Barometers

A good sailor can predict when the
weather is about to change. He uses sim-
ple tools to measure variable like air
pressure, temperature and wind speed.
Although those indicators can't perfectly
forecast the weather. the sailor can get a
good idea of what' going to happen by
applying his experience .. judgment and
even his gUI feelings.

While I'm not a sailor. I've been look-
ing at signs of change. too. But the
weather I'm watching is economic, not
meteorological. We've been in a manu- ,
facturing recession for about 18 months:
from June 2000 through November 2001,
manufacturing production fell by 6.8%,
[he biggest drop-off since the 1981-82
recession, Given the current atmosphere.
rm sure most of you are at 0 watching for
signs of change.

While I've never been comfortable
making predictions. I've made some
ob ervations that I think are telling about
what may lie ahead. Somc of the barome-
ters W'vebeen watching have been chang-
ing recently, and this m~ymean improved
conditions for the gear industry are com-
ing soon,

one of what I' m about to tell you is
very scientific: just as the sailor's barom-
eter is no Doppler radar, my gear indu -
try barometers offer only hints about
what' going to. happen. Nevertheless.
I'm hopeful enough about the signs to
lell you what I've been eeing,

Recently. there's been plenty of news
thal the manufacturing sector is starting 10

tum around. for example. the Institute for
Supply Management (formerly known as
the National Association of Purchasing
Managers) publishes an index that nacks
economic expansion or contraction based
on a survey of pUI'Chasing profes ional . An
ISM Index below 50 indicates contraction,
while 11 meal uremenl above 50 indicate
expansion. In January. the index of manu-
faclUring activity measured 49.9. up from
48.1 in December. Even though January
was !.he 18th consecutive momh of eomrac-
tion, we're getting close. It's likely that by

the time this i ue goes to press. the index
will be telling u that manufacturing is
growing again or at least topped shrinking.

Every day, I talk to gear manufactur-
ers. Lately. more and more have 'been
indicating that activity is beginning [0.

pick up. Whereas most everything was
dead, quiet in the last quarter of 201l1,
now I'm hearing that there seems to be
more activity, more quoting 011 work.
Even if those quotes don't translate into
jobs, the increased activity-when
before there was none-is an indication
that something is happening out there.
Other manufacturers are telling me that
their orders are beginning to pick up, and
some are very busy.

l've also heard there'll more activity in
the machine tool field. Again. in most
cases, that activity is increased quoting.
but in ome cases, it's actual sales. At tJrte
end of last year, almost nobody was buy-
ing machine tOO]'5. Now. at least. there
seems to be interest in investing in
equipment again.

Finally. changes in activity on our
own websires, powertransmission.com I'M

and The Gear Industry HOl11e Page™,
al I) indicate that busine s may be
improving.

Activity on powertransmission.comtv
has picked up considerably over the last
several monm , both in the amount of traf-
fic and in the number of reque ts for quotes
that are . ent to our advertisers, Over the
past three months. we've averaged about
25.000 u. er sessions per month, after hav-
ing leveled off at about 18;000 for most of
2001. More people than ever before are
corning online and requesting information
from and viewing the pages of manufactur-
ers of gears. gear drives, motors, bearings
and other power transmission components
offered on that site.

The Gear lndustr» Home Page™ has
also started showing signs of increased
activity, especially in the quality and
quantity of sales leads delivered to the
advertisers there. People are requesting
information about gear manufacturing

equipment again. Page requests for The
Gear industry Home Page™ jumped to
96,000 in January, from an average of
about 75,000 per month in October,
November and December.

U would be easy 1.0 make predictions
if all [ had. to do was tell you that we're
going to have an economic recovery in
the gear industry. We are. The hard part i~
telling you exactly when.

evertheless, there's no denying that
we're beginning 1.0 see positive changes.
Those signs may .110.1 reveal for sure lhat
the storm is ending, but they bear watch-
ing, My experience. judgment and gut
feeling point toward the change coming
sooner rather '[hall later,

What all this means is that rm
expecting the weather '[0. improve.
Although I'm not yet ready 10 venture
out to sea, I've seen enough to know thut
I should start loading the cargo.

Iichael Goldstein.
Publisher and Editor-ill-Chief
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Quieter Gears.
:Engineered Metals.

There's only one way to ensure that
the gears you produce wIUalways deliver
superior and quiet performance. Make sure
they're bred [rom qu.alUy stock.

Dura-Bar" continuous-cast g.r.ayand ductile
iron performs LikeIree-machinmg st.eel with an
important added bonus - quieter operation.

Like steel, Dura-Bar can be austempered,
througu-hardened, Ram,e-hardened. or induction-
hardened for added wear resistance, But the
superior noise and vibration damping 'Characteristics
of Dura-Bar make for quieter running
gears .. And Dura-BarIs 10% lighter than steel.

Dura-Bar round bars are available in diameters
r:anging from 5/8" to 20" and lengths Qf 6-20'. So you
won't need to make major changes in your machining equipment.
And our extensive inventory means Dura-Bar is available now - when you need. U..

When It's quaUty material, qutet.pertormance, and quick delivery that
count, look to continuous-cast Dura-Bar for your gear productioa needs.

1-800·BAR·M]LL(227-6455) • 815·338·7800. Fax: 815-338-1549
2100 West Lake Shore Drive, Woodstock.,. n. ,60098·7497
Web Site: www.dura-bar;com • E·mail: sales@dura·bar.comContinuous Cast .lron Bar Stock

Contact us for the latest dBtaon gear noise.
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Dramatic Tempe.raltur,e
ReductlionY:ie'lds longer Life

On a speedway, race car hurtle
through turns at speed of 17.0 mph, their

engines reaching temperatures of IgO°F.

To survive tho e extremes, their gears are
often exposed toanother extreme, treat-
ment at -350cF.

The treatment, cryogenics. is used on
gears to make them lasa longer, to
increase their dimensional nability or to

remove sires ' from them.
When cryogenics tirsl became avail-

able for u e on race car gears. the few
companies that used the new technology

kept it eeret from the competition.

Today. most companies require their race
gears to undergo the treatment.

According 10 Rocky Beebe. general

manager of One Cryo. a Puyallup. WA-
ba ed company that specializes in cryo-

genics. racing teams like Bob Panella
Motorsports and others regularly send

their gears in for treatment.
"Some of the racing teams want to treat

the complete engine [0 make il tough

enough to last 2-3 times longer. Others
have trouble areas like the pinion and want

us to concentrate on that part," he say .
The process works on nearly any-

thing with moving parts .. Gears. shafts,
bearings and case are treated for drive-
trains and production machine. Among
the gear-related application for the

cryogenic process are race cars, aero-

pace vehicles. tractors. turbochargers,
even the brake rotors of ambulances.

In [996 .. Lifestar Ambulance Co, in

Springfield, JL. noted that it Ford E350
model rigs required a brake change every
9.000 miles. Van Prater. chief of opera-

tions for Lifestar, inspected the brakes

This machine Ilowers, a geaf"s,temperaWr,. by
less,lhan 1· per minute',

........ pow6rlransmisslon.C0Il1 • WMlW.g.ea'rlechnology.com • GEAR IECHNOLOGY • MARCHI APRIL 2002 '9
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and noted the rotors were heal stressed ,1"",,""',.and cracked, requiring a new set every
third oil change. Lifestar consulted 300°

Below Inc., a Decatur. Il -based cornpa-

ny that specializes in low temperature
cryogenic treatments de igned to boos! i I

I
i

I
~

I
I

the performance and service life of criti-
call components, Before its rotors were

treated. Lifestar found that the brakes
needed to be changed every 9.000 miles
at $350 for each new set of rotors. After

the treatment program. the rotors
required changing every 55,000 miles.

"We were paying less than $200 to have
a set of rotorstreated and then inspected
the brakes about every 6,000 miles. We
had greatluck, and the treatment ended up
paying for itself," says Prater.

In short. the process involves lower-

ing temperatures to -300c:F 10 effect sig-
nificanr molecular changes. says 300"
Below CEO Pete Paulin.

"There are mainly three benefits to
undergoing the cryogenics process. First.
it ensures a rnartensitic conversion from

any retained austenite. Also, it relieves
tress and promotes stabilization through

thermomeehanical compression and

expansion. Finally, in ferrous materials.
carbide precipitation leads to uniform
refined structures enabling parts 10 with-
stand wear,"Puulin says.

After parts undergo the procedure, the
company claims theynonnally improve
in performance and have reduced wear

and breakage, sometimes expanding the
life cycle by as much as 250-40{)~,

according to literature from 300" Below.
Treated tooling range from a. handful of

smaU drill bits to stamping dies that
weigh upwards of 10,000 lbs, Cutting
tools, such as hobs, can al .0 be treated

via the cryogenic process.
Whatever the end use, molecules are

Welcome to Revolutions,. the col-
umllthat brings you the IBtest most

up-Io-date and easy-Io-read infol-
mation about the people Bnd tech-
nology 01 the gear industry.
Revolutions welcomes y,oUf sub-

missions. Please send them 10

Gear TechnologV, "'0: Box '426.
.Elk Grove Villaget/i. 6D009, fax
(847) 437-6618 ,or 8-mail

people@geanechnology.'com. If

you'd like more inlonnatioll8boUl

Bny of the arlicles that appeal,
please USB' Rapid Reader Respollse
011 www.geal1echno·logy.·com.

product rather than just the surface.
Treatment results vary from product

10 product. and some materials display

resistan e to cryogenics, Generally, high-
er carbon. higher alloy tool steels, marten-
sitic stainless steels, some cast steels and
gray iron have shown positive results,

Mild steel and materials other than metal

are among the components thut are not
recommended for cryogenic treatment.

Al Swiglo. a. staff engineer with the
Illinois Institute of Technology, investi-
gated cryogenics for the Il.1.S..Army. He
was researching the manufacture of

gears for carburized 9310 aerospace
material and reviewed literature that ana-
lyzed breakage. Onl,y one liludy provided
inferior re ults for bending fatigue, bUI.

that test was done at different hardness
levels, so it may be iuvaJi.d.

"What we found was thai. for

J1oUing/sliding contact fatigue, you could
get S!}l more loading capacity or 50%

organized by closing the grain structure m re life. AI 0, you could gel. fal 50cF
during the process. The material becomes increase in the tempering temperature,"
more abrasion-resistant, but. the hardness Swiglo says. "Ordinarily. anytime you
does not change. says Bob Reed, motor exceed rhe tempering temperature, or the
sport division manager at 300" Below. temperature at which the part is heal

"If we changed the surface to make it
harder. then the product would become
more brittle," explains Reed. Additionally.

cryogenics is meant to affect the entire

treated, the hardness and ,I ife are
decreased. Now, any lime thm pari might
get warm. we're raising the temperature

thai. that could happen,"
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Through cryogenics. products change
on the inside, so it's impossible to see On
the outside that the material has been

changed. Only a microexamination at a

high magnification would indicate if the
pans were treated.

"If a company has good records to

know how much use they would get for
an untreated product, then they would

see that the life of the treated product is

much enhanced," Reed says.

The cryogenics process takes approxi-
mately 72 hours at 3000 Below. Reed esti-

mates the company's deep cryogenics

machine lowers the temperature by less

than 10 per minute. but he says parts could
break if the machine quickened the process.

Treatment costs vary according to
weight.. For example, the cryogenics

operation on a V8 automotive engine
runs about $562. As a rule, the greater

the weight, the lower the cost per pound.

AJW Systems Co. announces that it. is now a
manufacturing: source of spiral gear roughing

i and finishing cutters and bodies.

We also can manufacture new spiral
cutter bodies in diameters of 5" through 12"
at present.

AJW can also supply roughing and finishing
cutters for most S"-12" diameter bodies.

I Whether it's service or manufacturing, con-
sider us as an alternative source for cutters

! and bodies.
You'll be in for a pleasant surprise.

N EWI Illob and Shaper Cutter Resharpen ing
is now avail'llble' at AIW Systems C,ompa_ny Royal Oak, Michigan 48067

Tel: (248) 544-3852· Fax: (248) 544-3922
1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIililinlIIIIIDInliJIlllllllllllllllllllnlnlllllllllllllllllllllllllllil1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111_-

Finances aside, by exposing gears to
these sub-zero temperatures, manufac-

turers are making it possible for the

gears to achieve faster speeds on the ruce

course and longer live for military avia-
lion and ambulances.

F.astIinduction Hardening-
wilthout Preheating?

Take a 4" internal gear with a I it face

width, place it in a circular induction coil,

heat for 0.6 seconds-without preheating,
and what do you get?

According to Mike Hammond, you

get a gear wHh a uniform case depth
from tooth tip to root .

Hammond is president of Electroheat
Technologies L.L.C. Located in Auburn
Hills, MI, the company has a system that
transmits medium and high frequencies
at the same time to induction harden

gears and other complex shapes.

Dual frequency induction hardening
isn't a new process to the gear industry.
Companies. like Contour Hardening Inc.

of Indianapolis, IN, have offered that

process to the industry for some time.
Sirnultaneou dual frequency induc-

tion hardening is a new process, though.
Electroheat's system can achieve

such hardening via an IGBT. an insulat-
ed gate bipolar transistor, which is pan

of a power circuit design that allows the
coil's power supply unit to combine and
filter medium and high frequencies.

011II' shaft a spu r gear pattern lis induction Ihard-
e'ned by!! medium beq,ueRey and II high frequen-
Cv tr!lRslnitted at the same time via an induction
harden in!lsysteml from EI'eclrDheatIechnologies
U.C.
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Hammond describe: the transistor as
rugged and able to handle high frequen-
cies. Previously. transistors ill power out-
pUI circuit device for high frequencies
weren't :resilient enough. Tiley were us-
ceptible to premature failure=-vespecial-
Iy so in heal treating applications,"
Hammond says.

Wilh an IUBT. Electroheat's system

can create and combine a medium frequen-
cy in the range of 10-25 kHz and a high,
frequency in the range of J50-5oo kHz.

According to Hammond. the power
upply unit filters the combined frequen-

cies so the high frequency s feedback
doesn't damage the medium frequency.

"This has always been the obstacle to
overcome," he says.

Transmitting both frequencies at the
same time. Electroheat's ystem heats
tooth lip and root 31 the same lime.

"We don't overheat either area,"
Hammond says. 'This allow us to use vel)'
short heal times with rapid quenching:'

The system's quenching time is 2-5
seconds, depending on the gear.
According 10 Hammond some gears cool
by m quenching because tile hardenjng
process use rapid, hallow heating. which
lessen distortion in gears.

According to Hammond, the system
creates greater tooth bending fatigue
strength than conventional heat treat
processes, contributing loa longer tooth
life.

The system can be used to. induction
harden spur gears, worm gem, internal
gears and helical gears. Hammond adds
that the system was tested and didn't need
10 preheat 'pur gears, internal gears and
helical gears. Tests will be done on worm
gears, but he says he doesn't expect the
system to need 10. preheat tho e either.

Also, the system can emit a single fre-
quency, either medium or high. So, it can
treat a range of part. configurations and
variations andean be II ed for oilier appli-
cations, like tempering afterhardening,

Hammond say' the system :is suited
for in-house and commercial heat treat-
ing operations. He adds that the first sys-
tem was old to. a commercial hear treat-
ing company in Europe.

A :uming 'the power supply unit can
generate up to the 450 kW range, the whole
system-the power supply unit, part-han-
dling equipment and quenching/cooling
machine-take up 140 quare feet

Hammond says the system's drawback
is probably cost. A typical system can cost
$250,000-$650,000, depending on the
complexity of the part-handling system
and process-monitoringequipment,

Hammond adds: People may think

the power supply unit is expensive-if
they think of .it !IS one power supply. If
they think of it a. two, then the unit does-

Visit www.... rlIcbnology.cDlllto
• Rite litis lllicle
• Request more inlonnation
• contact Iha companies III8fIIiooed
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noise and high impact resi lance, but. they are
inferior to steel gears in their load capacitie . For

thi reason, there are few example of plastic
gears being used for power transmission. If plastic
gears reinforced with high-strength fibers, such as

glass or carbon fibers. 3J"e realized, they will
become useful plastic gears of high strength, as

well a having the above-mentioned properties.
Although it is relatively easy to manufacture

composite gears reinforced with chopped or par-
ticulate fibers by using the method used for

isotropic gears, manufacturing iii composite gear
filled with long fibers is technically difficult.
There are studies both all composite gears manu-
factured from chopped- or particulate-fiber rein-
forced materials (Refs. 11 and 9), and all long-
fiber reinforced composite gears (Ref. 8). Almo t
no attempt hall 'been made 10 investigate the possi-
ble stress and deformation variations for gears that
could have been made of an orthotropic material.

In thi study, composite spur gears, ill which
long fibers are arranged along tooth profiles, are
analyzed in 3-D by u ing the finite element analy-
sis method (Ref. 2). This type of composite spur
gear was manufactured by Shiratori et al. (Ref. 8).
A casting method was adopted to manufacture the
gears. As shown ill Figure I, for such a structure,
the gear is composed of two regions. which are the

long-fiber reinforced and the chopped-fiber rein-
forced regions. It is important to note that there is
almost no approach to analyze this type of com-
posite gear because of different fiber orientations
at different sections of the long-fiber reinforced
region of the tooth.

Since elements have different orientations and
material properties, for the finite element analysis
of this type of composite gear with complex
geometries, material propertie of each element
constituting the mesh should be defined separate-
ly. Forming the model geometry, ubdividiag it
into elements, finding the appropriate mesh densi-
ty and preparing the input data for II finite element

3-D Finite Element Analysis of
Long- Fiber Reinforced
Composite Spur Gears

~agda§ Alagoz •.M.A. Sah,ir Arikan. O. Gunduz Hilir and Levend Parnas
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This article describes a method and a comput-
er program that were developed for 3-D finite ele-
ment analysis of long-fiber reinforced composite
spur gears, in which long fibers are arranged

along tooth profiles. For such a structure. the gear
is composed of two regions; namely the long-
fiber reinforced and the Chopped-fiber reinforced
regions.

Introduction
Compared with monolithic materials, compos-

ites have unique advantages, such as high
strength, high stiffnes ,long fatigue life. low den-
sity, and adaptability to the function of the struc-
ture. Additional improvements can be realized in
the corrosion resistance, wear resistance, appear-
ance, temperature-dependent behavior, thermal
stability, thermal insulation, thermal conductivity
and acoustic insulation.

Plastic gears have excellent properties, such as
self-lubrication, high chemical resistance. I.ow

Chnpped·fiber
rei nforced raqions

Figur.e 1· Long-fiber reinforced tooth.

Figure 2-Gear models that CGII be generated by
.tlJe developed program.
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program becomesa complex. and time-consuming
task, which is impossible to perform manually. All

of the above-mentioned tasks are performed by the

pre-processing module of the developed program,
Main inputs for this module of lhe program are
mformaaon on basic gear geometry, gear drive
data, materia! properties and long-fiber reinforce-

ment geometry. Finite element. rneshe are auto-

matically generated. and mesh information with
other required data is written to a file in the input-
file formal of ABAQUS . Stresses are read from
the output me of ABAQ S® by the po t-process-

ing module. and color-coded drawings for various

stresses and failure indexes are displayed. For the
long-fiber reinforced region, failure indexes are

calculated by using the tensor poly-nomial failure
criterion used by Herakovich (Ref. 5).

Finite Element Modeling
Finite element modeling mainly consists of

gear model selection. mesh generation. boundary
condition input, material definition and load def-
irtition, The first step is the selection of the gear

model among the ones given in Figure 2. Next.
the tooth profile is divided into segments. and the
mesh is automatically generated for long-fiber

reinforced and chopped-fiber reinforced regions.

irsI, a 2-D mesh is generated. Then, the 3-D'
me h i fanned by con ideringthe face width of
the gear and the number of divisions specified in

Lhis direction. During mesh generation. thickness-
es and locations of fiber arrangements and mesh
density can be eontrolled. Then, boundary condi-

tion . material definition and load definition are
entered, Finally, me h information and other
required data are written to a file in the input-file
format of ABAQ S®.

Gear Models. In the literature. various models
are used for finite element analysi of gears.
These include single-tooth models, models with

one full tooth and two partial Leeth at both sides.
models with one full tooth and the tooth spaces

on both sides, and three-tooth models. The most.

. unable model i. determined by comparing the

Ires e found by using different models. Since
all the model were developed and u ed for
isotropic materials. the arne compari ons should
be made for compo lte materials. The program by
the authors is capable of generating meshes by
u ing the gear models given in lgure 2.

Generatio» of the Outside Profile for the
Model. As shown in Figure 3. the out ide profile
of the model is generated by using seven guide

point. Point I is 0[1 'the tooth cearerline: point 2
is at the tooth tip ..The segment between points 2

and 3 is the involute tooth profile: the segment

Figure 3-Gllide poirlts on the outside profile.

Baziar polvgon pomt 1
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Berier curve point
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Figllre4-Upper .bOlmdary of tile IOllg-fiber rel'n·
forced· region formed by using a bezier c/jrve.

Points on bezier curve -..JF:::::::W"- Bezler pDlygon poi~ts

..J~~~.'" Ttueknass
lines normal lathe
baner curve

Figure 5-Genemled mesh for the upper sectio» of
the 101Jg-jib.errehlforced region

bounded by points 3 and 4 is the trochoid tooth

fillet profile, Point 5 is on tooth space centerline.

The rim thickness of the gear is the di tance
between points 5 and 6. Finally, point 7 is again

on the tooth centerline. Calculations on gear
geometry and tooth profiles are made using the
methods and equations of Arikan (Refs, 3-4).

Mesl, Generatia« fort/Ie Long-Fiber
Reillfor;ced Regim.l. In the long-fiber reinforced

region, fibers axe in erred into the tooth along the
tooth profile. Bezier curves are used to term the
geometry of the fibers, The shape of a Bezier
curve can be controlled by making use of a defin-
ing polygon. As hown in Figure 4, four points
are sufficient to form the polygon and the Bezier
curve.

During mesh generation, lilies normal to the
Bczier curve and passing through the Bezier
points are drawn. Line lengths are made equal to

the fiber thickness. Interior nodes are obtained by
dividing the lines into segments. a shown in
Figure 5.

As seen in Figure 5, above the leaving point.
fibers are nol parallel to the tooth profile, but

have a curved shape determined by the Bezier
curve geometry. Below the leaving point, fibers
become parallel to the tooth profile. Interior

node below the leaving point can be generated
by moving into the tooth in a direction normal to

http://www,powerlransmisslon.com
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Intersection of involute and
trochoid

Figure 6--Node5: at special points on tooll. profile.

- I Intersecucn 1:11~nYoluta.md tr~cho]d

Figure 7 Generated mesh for tile 10ng.Jiber .rei"-
forced region:

Long-fibe r reinforced

Chopped-fiber
reinforced
regions

We axe st section of
the tooth

Figure ,8-Sub'regiolJs of the c"opped~fiber rein-
forced region.

IMenor nod as

Figure 9-Boulidary and interior nodes of sub·
region II.

Figure 10-A j·D' mesh genemled by the program.

the tooth profile. For this purpose, the first step is
allocation of the nodes on the tooth profile, Since
a finite element model can only be loaded at the
nodes, first, nodes are allocated at special. points
for which elations are desired; then intermediate
nodes are formed between the special nodes,
These special points arehighest point of contact
(HPC), corresponding to outside radius; highest
point of single tooth contact (HPSTC); pitch

point. corresponding to pitch radius; lowest point
of single tooth contact (LPSTC); lowest point of
contact (LPC), corresponding to limit radius; and
the po.int corresponding to the radius at.which the
involute tooth profile joins the trochoid fiUet pro-
file, Nodes allocated at the special points are
given in Figure 6, Figure 7 shows the generated
mesh for the long-fiber reinforced region,

Mesh Generation for a,e CI,opped·Fiber
Re.inforced Region. A two-dimensional automat-
ic triangular mesh generation algorithm (Refs. 6
and (2) is used for generation of the mesh for the
chopped-fiber reinforced region. In order to. be
able to control the mesh density and have larger
den itie at critical areas, the region is separated
into three sub-regions, as shown in Figure 8.

Mesh generation is performed in four steps:
allocation of the nodes at the boundaries. genera-
tion of the interior nodes. formation of triangular
elements. and smoothing of the mesh after trian-
gulation,

Nodes at the boundaries are allocated by using
the specified number of divisions for the sub-
regions, For a sub-region, the boundary is repre-
sented by a disjoint union of a simple closed loop
of. traight-Iine segments, Then. the interior nodes
are allocated by using the specified number of
divisions, Figure 9 shows the boundary and inte-
rior nodes allocated in ub-region IL

Next, all of the nodes are connected, and tri-
angular elements are formed in such a way that
there are no overlapping element and the entire
region is covered. The triangulation scheme is
de igned to produce elements as near to equilat-
eral triangles as the sy tern of nodal points per-
mits (Ref. 6), After triangulation, in order to have
more equal. element izes, the moothing process
follows, Usually. the process converges after two
cycles. Finally, elements in the tooth width direc-
tion are generated by considering the face width
of the gear and Ihe number of divisions specified
in this direction. A 3·D mesh generated by the
program can be seen in Figure 10. Sample 2-D
meshes generated for different fiber arrangements
and with different mesh resolutions are given in
Figure 11,

Boundary COlJditiOIlS,.Material Dejinition
tuzd Load Dejillition. Two different boundary
conditions can be used for the analysis. or solid
gears. as shown in Figure 12a. all of the nodes at
the ides and bottom of the model are fixed, For
thin-rim gears, as given in Figure 12b. only the
node at the sides are fixed, When material prop-
erties are considered, as mentioned before, two
regions with different properties exist within the
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gear. These regions are the long-fiber reinforced
region, in which unidirectional fibers are present,
and the chopped-fiber reinforced region, in which
there are randomly oriented. discontinuous fibers.
If the fiber orientation ill a composite material is
truly random in a three-dimensional sense, the
composite exhibits three-dimensional isotropy.
Therefof~, the material forming the chopped-fiber
reinforced region can be considered as a material
with a single elastic modulus and Poisson's ratio.
In the long-fiber reinforced region, as shown in
Figure 13, each element is a unidirectional, fiber-
reinforced composite and has different material
properties with respect to the global coordinate
system because of its orientation. On the other
hand, elements have the same elastic properties in
the local coordinate system given in Figure 14.
The local coordinate system is obtained by rotat-
ingthe global coordinate system about axis 3 by
the required angle. As seen in Figure 15, all of the
elements in a slice have the same orientation and
consequently the same elastic properties with
respect to the global coordinate system. Thus, all Figure .12-Boulldary conditiollS.

Figure l1--Sample 2-D meshes gener.ated by the program.

b.

Figure 13-Fiber reinforcement in the .lollg·fiber
reinforced region.

Figure 14--Material directions in the long-fiber
reinforced region.

elements in a slice can be reduced to an element
set. Elastic properties of element sets are defined
in their local coordinate systems.

For loading, distributed loads in the tooth
width direction are resolved as shown in Figure
16. Thus, a uniform displacement distribution is
obtained in the face-width direction (Ref. 3).
Loads are applied to the nodes i~na direction nor-
mal to the tooth profile,

Pest-Processing of Results
For fallure analysis, stresses are read from the

output file of ABAQUS®, and color-coded draw-
ings for various stresses and failure indexes are
displayed. Figure 17 shows a sample output
screen for failure index, Numerical values of the
stresses and the failure index for an element can
be displayed by bringing the cursor on the element
and clicking the mouse button. In the figure. the
black-colored element is the one for which the
numerical results are displayed. At this step, it is
also possible to replace the previously input mate-
rial properties with new ones, and see new failure
index values.

A tensor polynomial failure criterion (Ref. 5) is
used to calculate the failure index for the long-
fiber reinforced region. According to this criteri-
on, failure occurs when,
f (O'jj) = FLO]+ F102 + FJoJ

+ FIIO'~+ F220i+ F3P;+ F""o;+ FssO';+ F66O'g

+ 2 F'2(J,(J2 + 2 PL30"0'3 + 2 F230'2(J3 ~ I (1)

iii i 1

~
Global coordinates

3

Figure lS-.4Jl element set formed by a slice.

Figure .16-Resoluti01I of distributed loads.
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where.

F _I + .l .. FII = -I (2)
F·.•II_llndft 1- x,. Xc' XTXc

3.045
3.971 _ 1 . 1 . -1I 5.413 F2-y+--y-. Fn ::

YTYc
(3)

1
1.194 T C
'12.19

,2Ui5
4832 F - I + 1 . F33= -1 (4)194.9 J - z,. Zc' ZrZ c

1 1 I (5)F44=Q2 F55=~ F66::~

Figure 17 Sample output screen.

41.2

'" 41~
~ 4O.B....
~ 40.6

'".s 40.4
'",,:.,.... 40.2:

796'8 1,~~
598"1

389"5 ~
~....

310-4

40
a w.ooo 12.0002,ooa 4.000 6,000 8.000

Number oleiements = Number 01elements in 2"0
"Number ofalernants in the face width direction,~----~~--~--~----------------------------------"----~~--------~Figure 18-Results of convergence tests.

Table l-Isotropic Spur Gear Data.
IBasic Gear Ceamell'{
Pressure, Angle
Module. m
Addendum
Dedendum
Generating Tool Tooth lip Fillet Hadius

20°
4.5,mm
UHOOxm
1.25Oxm
'O.3oo.x m

,Gear
Number of Teeth
Face Width
Rim Thickness

72
6.25 mm
2 x m

Material
Era stic Mod ulus
Poisson's Ratio

210 GPa
0.3

Loading
Load at Tooth Tip 500 N

Table 2-Bending Stresses at Tooth Root.

Tooth Model Maxjmum Bending Stress IMPa)'
Ie nsile Campres.sive

4'0.9 - 48.2Single Tooth
Single Tooth with Tooth Space
Three Teeth

39.7
39.8

-47.3
-47.9

Source
Developed Program
AGMA Equations
Odaer al. (FEMl
Oda,el at (Experimental)

Ma.ximum IIlending Stress (MPal
6.171
6.212
6.290
6,236

In the above eqaations, x,.. Xc' Yr' Yc. z,. and
Zc indicate tensile and compressive strengths in

X, Y and Z directions; and Q, Rand S indicate

shear strengths in XY, XZ and YZ planes. re pee-
tively, Tsai and Hahn (Ref. 10) have proposed the

following equations for interaction coefficients

F12• F'3 and F23,

(F . F ) 112
FI2 =-

- II 22 (6)
2

Fn =-
(F)) F33) l12

(7)
2

(F F ) 112
F23 =- 22 33 (8)

2

Failure index is defined as the inverse of f(Gij)

given in Equation 1. Thus, a failure index less

than one indicates failure, and a large failure

index means a large margin of safety.

Verification or the Model
The model is verified by specifying all of the

elements of the mesh as isotropic elements and

comparing the results with previous results given
for isotropic materials. Before the solution, con-
vergence tests are performed, and a proper tooth
model is determined. The spur gear with proper-
ties given in Table I is used for the tests. For the
elution, all of the nodes at the sides and bottom

of the model are fixed. Results of the covergence
tests are given in Figure 18. By making lise of the

figure, it is decided to lise about 6,000 elements

1800 elements in 2-D and 8 divisions in the face
width direction),

Bending stresses at the tooth root found by
using different tooth moclels are given in Table 2.

By making use of the table. it is decided to use the
single-tooth model for the stress analysis, since

more complex models give sires es that are only
a few percent different than the ones given by the
single-loath model.

After deciding on the tooth model and the
number of element. tooth root stresses found for
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isotropic gears by using the model are compared
to the results found by u_ing AGMA equation
(Ref. I) and re ult given by Oda et al, (Ref. 7).

Stresses given in Table 3 are again for the gear
whose properties are shown in Table I. In order ILo

be able 10 compare the tree e wi1h the re ult

given by Oda et al, (Ref. 7). instead of 500 N. n

tip load of I kg,lmm is applied 10 the tooth. It is
found that stresses calculated using the model an:

in good agreement with other results.
ampleRe ults

Sample re ult~ are obtained for the composite
pur gear whose properties are given in Table 4.

In the long-fiber reinforced and chopped-fiber

reinforced regions, glass/epoxy is used. Material
properties of the long-fiber reinforced, unidirec-

tional composite material are hown in Table 5.
and material properties of the chopped-fiber rein-
forced composite are . hown in Table 6 (Ref 8).

As shown in Figure 19. from a failure point of
view. there are three critical ecuon: in a com-

posite gear tOOlh. In s ction I. the critical stress
component is the axia] tensile srresi in the direc-
lion parallel 10 Ihe fibers. During a failure in Lhis
eciion, fibers are broken. In ection 2 nd 3.lhe

critical sire. s component is the transverse tensile

stressin tile directi n normal to the fibers. During
failures in these sections. fiber separation is
observed. Arrows at the ends of [he lines marking
the critical' ecuons indicatethe failure direction.

Re ults obtained by using the developed pro-
gram fOT glass/epoxy and carbon/epoxy gears,
together with the resuhs given by Shiral.ori. c\ al,
(Ref. 8) are shown in Figures 20 and 2 L respec-

lively. For failure analy. i. of isotropic materials,
the maximum !;tres~ should be considered; for
unidirectional materials. tile sires, along tile fiber
direction should be considered. Thu , for the
chopped-fiber reinforced region (in ide of the

looth).lhe ratio of the stress (in the direction par-
allel wuh the tooth centerline) to the strength is

calculated at the critical (weakest) section of Ihe

tooth, or the long-fiber relnforced region (the
region next 10 the outside surface of the tooth).
the ratio of Ihe stress along the fiber direction to
the trength in the same direction i. calculated. As
. een in the figures. re ults of [he program agree

well wuh the results gi en by Shiratori, et a1.
(Ref. 8).

EITecl of reinforcing thickne s of the long-

fiber reinforced region and the in enion depth of
the fiber on trength, of glass/epox)! gears are
. hown in - igures 22 and 23. respectively. During

iruerpreunion of the results, failure is always

observed in secticn 2, where the critical stress

Caribon/EpOlll'
JU
'5.63
1.7

0.06
0.'03
10.3:
.289
326
11.10
334
31.6

CllribOn/EJlOXY
17

10.33
0.2.
48
116
98

37.6

T!iIJ!e 4-Composite Spllr 'Gear !latil.

I kg,/mm

-- -----

Table 5-Millerial Properties for the long-Fiber Reinlorced Reglion
(Unidirectional Composite).

-- - ---

Table 6-Material Proporties for tho ChoPllcd-fiber Reinforced RoglOn
(Isotropic Composite).

---------
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B sLeG.earGeometJry
Pressure Angle
Module,m
Addendum
Dedenoum
Generating Tool Tooth Tip Fillet Radius

Ge-r
Number of Teeth
Face Width
Rim Thickness

30
6.25 mm
2xm

20~
Smm
1.0lXllI m
1.250 x m
0.300 x m

Material
Elastic Modulus,
Poisson's Ratio

210 GPa
0.3

Loading
Loading at Tooth Tip

GPa
ClPa
GPa

Gll!llS/EpOXY
15.2
6.53
1.71
0.13
0.08,
0.3
103
261
28.2
588
41.4

AKial Modulus. EI
Transverse Modulus, E2
Shear Modulus, G'2
Poisson's Ratio, u12
Poisson's Batio, \)23
Fiber Volume Ratio, Vf
Axial Tensile Stren!lth
Axial Compressive Stren!lth
Transverse Tensile,Strength
Transverse Compres.sive Strength
Transverse Shear Strength

IMPa
IMPa
MPa
MPa
MPa

GPa
GlasslEplIXY

9.2
0.31
102
36
1116
98

41.4

Elastic Modulus, EI
Poisson's Ratio. 1Jll
Fiber Volume Ratio, VI
Tensile Strength
Compressive Strength
Shear Stren!lth
Transverse Shear Strength

IMP.
IMPI
MPa
MP.

component i_ the transverse tensile stress in me
direction normal to the fibers. As seen in Figure
22. the failure index (and tile strength) increases
with increasing reinforcing thickness until the
thickness becomes 1.5 mm, Beyond 1.5 rnm,
reinforcing thickness has no positive ef~cci on

gear strength.
Figure 22 . haws the effect 01 insertion depth

(hr) of the fiber on gear strength, Increased inser-
lion depth ha a mall positive effect 011 gear
strength,

In order to see the effect of different materi-
als ami different fiber volume rutios for long-fiber



-- Developed program
-e- Shiratori, at al.

0.08

0.06

0.04

0.02

-0.02

-OJI4

Chopped·fiber region
long·fiber

!..regiDn,..,.j

reinforced and chopped-fiber reinforced regions
on gear strength. siress analyses are made for s-
glas lepoxy, cerbon/epoxy, kevlar/epoxy and
boron/epoxy gears. For chopped-fiber reinforced
region, fiber volume ratios (V cf) of 0.1. 0.3, 0.5
and 0.7 are used; for the Iong-fiber reinforced
region, fiber volume ratios (Vir) of 0.1. 0.3 and
0.5 are used. The same fiber and matrix materi-
al.s are 1I ed fer long-fiber reinforced and
chopped-fiber reinforced regions.

Material properties for the fibers and the
matrix are given in Tables 7 and 8. re pectivejy,
As a measure of the strength, calculated mini-
mum failure index values together with the criti-
cal sections at which they are ob served are given
for s-glass/epoxy, carbon/epoxy. kevlar/epoxy
and boron/epoxy gears in Tables 9-12.

Fiber volume ratio combinations. which
result in the weakest and the trongest gears, are
shown in Tables nand 14. respecti ely. A - ell
in the table, for different materials. different
fiber volume ratios should be used in order to
obtain the strengestpossible gear.

Discussion and. Conclusion
A method and a computer program have been

developed for 3-D finite element 3_nalysis of long-
fiber reinforced composite pill" gears, in which
long fibers are arranged along tooth profiles. The
developed program is verified by performing
stress analysis all isotropic gears .. Result s of the
program are compared to the results given for
composite gears by Shiratorket al. (Ref. 8), and
good agreement is ob erved, Although the pro-
gram is capable of using three iliff erent 'tooth mod-
els---,namely single tooth, one full tooth wilh tooth
spaces at both side and three-tooth modeJs-it is
found that re ults gsven by the ingle-tooth model
are atisfactory for tress analysi purpose ..

For glass/epoxy gears, effects of reinforcing
ihicknes of the long-fiber reinforced region and.
insertion depth of the fibers on gear strength are
investigated. It is found that strength increases
with increasing reinforcing thickness until a crit-
ical thickness is reached. Beyond '[he critical
thickness, reinforcing thickness has no positive
effect on gear trengrh, On the other hand,
increa edin ertion depth has a small positive
effect on gear strength.

Finally. In order to see the effects of different
materials and different fiber volume ratios for
long-fiber reinforced and chopped-fiber reinforced
regions on gear trength, sires analy es are made
for -glass/epoxy, earbonzepoxy.kevlacepoxy and
boron/epoxy gears. II. is found that the reinforce-
ment with kcvlar/epoxy and carbon/epoxy is effec-
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Distanc e on critical plane

Long·fiberI region:

Figure 20--Stl'ess Ratiol:for Glass/Epoxy Gear.

1--·----

-- Developed program
-e-- ShiraIori. at al.

.0.04

0.01

-0.02

-<l.D4

Chopped'-'fiber region
Long·fiber

I..region I--lilt

Distance on critical secUon
Long-fiberI region:

Table 1-Material Pmperties for the Fibers.
S·GJass Clllfbon IKevlar BQ~on

Longitudinal ElastiC Modulus MPa 85,600 235,000 135,000 385,000
Transverse Elastic Modulus MPa 85,600 16,550 .5,200 385,0001
longitudinal' Shear Modulus MPa '5,110 14,400 2,890 166,5001
longitudinal Poisson's Ratio 0.22 0.2 0.35 0.21
Tensile Strength MPa 4,200 2.599 3,445 .3,900
Compressive Strength MPa 520 2,500 551 4,550
Shear Strength MPa 350 400 275 700

Table S-Maledal Propel1ies for the Matrix (EpoxV).
, Elastic Modulus MPa' 4,200

Shear Modulus MPa 1,340
Poisson's Ratio 0.38
Tensile Strength MPa 52
Compressive Streng,th MPa 130
Shear Strength MPa 85
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live in impreving the iooth slrength, wilh
kevlartepoxy gears being the strongest. For the
gears made of boron/epoxy, the critical section is
mainly section 3. where !he critical stress compo-

nent i the trail verse tensile tress,
A general trend observedis: Increasing me

fiber volume ratios results in fiber failures ill the

direction normal to the fibers. i.e. fiber separation.
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!.~~Ie 9-Minimum Failure Indexes and 'i:rilical Sections for S-Glass/Epoxy Gear.

0.5
4.85, l'
4.68 •.1
3.80,3:

OJ
4.95.1
4.1'9., 1
3.27.3

0.1
0.3
O.S

3.90,1*
4.63,1
3.!W,2

4.58,11
4.89,11
3.99,3

-(Minimum Failure Index: 3.'90. Critical Section: I!

lid
0..1 10.3 0.5, D.1

101.1 5.99,1 5.79, ,2 5.85,2 5.93,2
lin 10'..3 6,53.1 6.10,2 4.71,2 4.73,2

'0.5 5.97,2 4.63.3 4.55,3 4.47.3

Table l1-Millimum Failure Inde,.!~ and Critical Sections ',or KevlarJiEpoxy Gear.

1]1.'1 0..3 O.!5 01.1
0.1 5.20,,1 5.99', " 5.98,31 5.83.3:

'VII 0..3 6.31.11 6.26,1 5.99,3: 5.85,31
0,5, 1.52,11 6.44,3 '6.11.31 16.02.3

lable 12-Minimum faUure Indexes and Crilical Sections for Boron!Epoxy Gear.

'\1.1
01.1 0.3 01.5 01.1

0.1 5.10,3, 4.90, :I 4.4Q, :I 4.10,3
\In D.3 4,32. 3, 3.94, J 3.50,3: 3.94.3,

0.5, J.80,3: 3.61. 3 3.20,3 3.10,3

Table 13-lFiber Volume Ratio Combinations which Result in the Weakest Gears.
II(BvIBrJEpDx~

0.1
0.1
5.20

11

IBoron/Epox,
0.5
0.7
3.10
3

v"
V.l
Failure Index
Critical Section

S-GI Sl/~PDXY
0.5
0.7

3.27
3,

Ccaibo.nJEpoxy
0.5
0.7

4.47
3

Table 14-Fiber Volume Ralio Combillillions which Result in Ihe S~rongesl Gears.
S·GlaSS/Epoxy GarbonlEpoxy IKB'lIlIr/Epoxy IBoron/Epox'll

V~ 10.1 0..3 0.5 01.1

Vol 0.7 0.1 0.11 01.3
Failure lndex 4.95 16.53 7.52 4.90
Crilica'i Section 1 1 3
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Atmosphere vs.
Vacuum Carburizing

IGers'ldiD.lindell •.Daniel H. Hening •.David JI. Breuer and IBethS. MatJoc:!k

,Residual'.stress and microhardness data

ere used to compare atmos,phereand

vacuum carburizing ,ofa 'low-aUovgear

steel. and the ·effects .of high'pressure'

gas Iquenchingl iimd! Ipost-heat treat

'grinding ,and shot Ipeening are iinvestj·

g,atedl

In recent years, improvements in the re-
liability of the vacuum carburizing process
have allowed its benefits to be realized in
high-volume. critical component rnaaufac-
luring operations. The result: parts with en-
hanced hardness and mechanical properties.

The purpose of the study described in this
article was 10 investigare whether vacuum
carbcrizing C uld be used to improve fatigue
life. Fatigue is a major cause of gear failure.
where the primary failure modes are gear
tooth root bending and tooth pining.

AlS.8620 Steel Studied
Twin Disc Inc. is a world-class supplier

of heavy-duty transmissions and related
equipment for off-road vehicles (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 - These Tw.in Dise trallSmjj'siofis ;11-
CD1pOmJ'e 14 to J610rge CeaTS IiJre OU! one shlJWTI
aboJle al rigiu. 11u}six-pitch helical gear jj'lor
one of the three 20S mill (8 ill.) c1utcllpack as-
.semblies in. ,Q TD-61-117S traJ.lSl1Iiuioil (rigIJJ).
Tile AlE 86Z0RH gear is carbu,.i:,ed to' O.IU
mm (0.032 in.) .min...finislledejfecti"!'e case depth
oJ 60 to fi.:I HRCliur/ace IUlrtiliess. 11le TlJ.6.l-
JJ7S trarumisswn is used in airport crasJI.jin
vel/ides. II'S rated oJ 400 kM,r(540 IIp) t1l 2~JOO
ma.t:. rpm. Tlte 26()O series trrmsmissum. alNJJle,
is [/Sed ill Versatile 1150 series traclo1!'>.lls rated
oJ 520' k W ('700 lip') tIt 2,200 max. rpm..1:'11010
cOllrlesy Twill Disc I"c ..
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Gears are aJII integral pan of these. semblies.
and they are carburized to produce 3i hard.
fatigue-resistant case supported by a lower
stresgth. ductile core.

Themallufacturingofhigh-qualitylr..ms-
mission gearing involves careful considers-
tion of a number of critical factors. including
component design, material, heat treatment"
and the influence of subsequent rnanufac-
lUring operations uch as hot peening and
grinding.

'The rnetho:IsLL<;OO to compare the vacuum
and atmosphere carbarizing processes in this
study were X-ray diffraction and microhard-
ness testi ng.

Coupons of AISI 8620 low-alloy steel were
heal treated using the different carburizing
methods and subjected to identical po t-heat
treat grinding and shotpeening operations,

X-my diffraction was selectedbecauseit
can be used 1.0 measure residual stres es,

Residual stresses are additive with applied
stress, which make their level an important
factor in faligue-critical components such a<;
gears. Residual compressive stresses are de-
irable becau e they oppose the applied,

repetitive, and undesirable tensile stresses
that cause fatigue failure. For gears, the areas
of most concern are lite flanks. which are

subjected to contact loads thai could cause
pitting fatigue, and the roots, which experi-
ence tensile bending fatigue loads.

TIle greater the magnitude and depth of
residua] compressive stres , the greater the
ability to improve fatigue properties, 0 en-
hance resistance to fatigue crack initiation. it
i particularly important to have a higher
compreive tress level ullhe outer urfaee,
Also note that a deeper layer of compressive
stress provide resistance to fatigue crack.
growth for a longer lime than a shallower
layer.

http://www.gsartechno!ogy.com
http://www.powartransmission.com
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Today, vacuum carburizing is best per- designs ulld Illllllufcrcttm:s dlagllOllic Instruments
for th« nuclear power industry, nuuerials testing,

formed using low-pressure techniques under ill'lalion muintenunce diilglltWit'l wid electric
0) 20 torr (25 mbar), and typically ai rempera- powrr mt'lIMO'I'/nl'nt.
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CarlJm'izing process. Carburizing of a,
metal surface is a function of both !hemte of
carbon absorption into the steel and the dif-
fusion of carbon away from the urface and
into !he interior anile part. Once a high coo-
ccmrauon of carbon has de\'elopednr !he sur-
face. during what is commonly called tbe

"boost stage," the proces normally intro-
duces a "diffuse stage," where solid-s tare dif-

fusion OCCIlJ'S over lime. Thi .sep result" in a
change in Ithe carbon coneenrration gradient
between th carbon-rich surface and the
reel's interior, The re ult is a reduction of

carbon coneentnnion at the mfooe of the part
accompanied by an increase in the deplh of
carbon absorption.

The earberizarion process also induces de-
sirabl residual compressive stresses Ihrougb
IJile case hardened layer, This . tres tate re-
ults 'from the delayed lI:'Unsformalion and

volume expansion of the carben-enriched
surface of the sleel

ACmosph I'e CaJburwrtg
In atmo phere carburizing, parts are

heated to austenitizing temperature LI1 a "neu-
tral." or "carrier" gas atmosphere thai. con-
tains approximately 40% hydrogen (H2).

40% nitrogen (N2), and 20'k carbon
moooxiclc (CO), Small percentages of carbon
dioxilc (CO,!, up [0 1.5%)', water vapor (~O.
up [0 I%), and methane (CH", up 10 0.5%),
along with trace ameunt» of oxygen (.0,2)'

also are presem, The cartwizing process also
requires theaddition ofa hydrocarbon en-
riching gas, 'Usually natura] gas,

Of the 180 chemical equations that de-
scribe the reaeiion occurring during annes-
phere carborizing. one oftlJe most important
is the water-gas reaction:

(I)

1 ontrol of the atmosphere carburizing
process is done by looking at the CO/CO,!
and H:i01H1 raaos oflhi:. equation u ing in-
stmmerus uch as dew point analyzers. in-
frared anaIyze~ and .0 ygen (carbon) probes.

In atmosphere containing CO and H2,

carbontransfer is dominated by tbe CO ad-
sorption (ad) and the oxygen desorption re-
actions:

CO'" COIlll ... [el ...O.,u

(3)

These two reactions yield an alternate
form of the water-gas reaction:

CO+~=[Cl+HP (4)

Thus, ihe transfer of carbon in aunos-
pheres containing 0 and H2 is connected
with atransfer of oxygen. giving :ri to an
oxidation effect in teel containing oxide-
forming alloying elements such as silicon.
chromium and mangane e. This phenom-
enon is known as internal or imergranular
oxidation .of steel.

Fi.gure 2 shows hardness profiles for all

atrnosphere-carburized and ojl-quencbed
AlS] 8620 steel gem.

AIII1OSj:>here carburizing to a.cqxh of036
mm (0.014 in.)prociuced a hardnc of 58

HR al both thegear tooth pitch line and
root. From this depth, the hardnes values
quickly diverge, The effective case depth (at
50 HRC) is 0,76 mm (0.030 in.) in 'the root
and 1,33 mm (0.1:1525 in.) al the pitch diam-
eter, These value are typical of the vast ma-
jority of cmburized gears currently .i n service.

For resistance to bending fatiguc. it is de-
sirable to achieve a deeper case :in the root
This produces a.deeper level of high-hard-
ness, high-trength material with the benefit
of residual compressive stress,

Vacuum Carburizing
Vocuum eurburizing or low-pressure car-

'buri7jng. by comparison, does not use a "car-
nergas" atmosphere, bUI instead uses
vacuum pumps to remove the atmo phere
from the chamber before the process begins.

or carburizing to take place in a vacuum t'ur-
nnee, alliUm!'!> needed is a small, corumllcd
additi nora hyclrocarlxm gas,

Unlike atmosphere carburiziog, the
breakdown of hydreearbons ill vacuum car-
burizillg i~via ooncquilibriurn reactions, Thil>
I1k.~S lilal the carbon content ar 'the surface
of the . teel is vel)' rapi[By raised to the _atu-
ration level of carbon in austenite. By re-
pealing the boostand diffuse steps, any de-
sired carbon profile and case depth can be
chieved,

IIlO
, ,M .. lilt"

200

"'"t"~ ~!'~ II_nl'"
z:iIl

\. ... •• t"

1240 <,J~ ooIh ~ i\ ,
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.F(g. 2' - i~1i€rollCll'dnessprofiles al'pilch lim
ami/ooth' roo/ for all' alJlwsphere-cmlJllrized
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tance I()' befldiflg fatiglle, it is desirahle to
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In 'the past, propane has been the primary i on a time basis. Carbon transfer rates are a

nire between 790 and I.;04O°C (1,475 and
.I ,900"f). Hydrocarbon gases cllJrently being
used for vacuum carburizing are acetylene
(C2"4), propane (C3Hs)' and, to H lesser de-

gree, ethylene ('Cz"4)' Meihane (CH,,) is .001

II ed because it is nearly nonreactive al these
low pressures, unless tile remperaaire is at or
above l.040"C (1 ,900"F).

Carbon is delivered to the steel surface in
HI!!

~zoo ;::-..., 51! !IRe

220
~ ~L:hllm,.... ~ IRe

l "'",140
l1d1tmot'\ 1\~2110

X' 1\'\ ,

~
\

JOO

0 om UJ)oI !lOll IL08
(0.51 (Ull CI.5I lUll

DqM.h ...~n.fmm}

vacuum carburizing via reactions such as
these:

Fig. 4- Microl'llFdllel;S profiles,aJp~h line
and f90lh mol/ora vacuum car/Jurized and
high.pressure gas qllench.edAlSJ' 8620 steel
gear. Use oJ gas ,qllenchillg .i1Jstead oJ 011
quenching (Fig ..3) results ill a more UJlifon1!

case depth betweell piLelllule fwd I'oot.

hydrocarbon gas used for vacuum carbu-
rizing; however. propane dissociation occurs
before the gas comes in contact with the Sur-
face of the steel. thus producing free carbon or
~t. This uncontrolled soot formation results

180
(12411

J40
(965)

~ !OO
~ (&90)
....;

, R 60
VI 141<1)

I \ I

I ~ \If 40,000cydes ai-nO I~iI760MP.)
~--.,----------- ~

I: ~
-,_~l60,OOOg les at -70 ksi (485 MP )

~ II1- !----..

II I Infinite life

II, I I

l(}'l 10"
umber Df cycles, N

10'l I

I

.rig. 5- Typical S-I curve, or plot 0/ (tensile) stress, S,. I'S. lIul1.lber.of load cycles, N. The pri-
IIlllrypllrpDse of shot peefli/~g gears is to enhance theirfatigll£ life by inducing a high residual com-
pressive stress al tile surface of the 100111 FOO.ts.S1I'01 peening is most effectivefor parts mbject tn
Iligll-cyrle fatigue loadiUl: (>1fJ' 1'010' ,qcies,.

------

Table 1 - Test coupon manufacturing processes

UJ Process

EX2470
00470-1
00470-2
00470-3
004711-4

Vacuum carburize IVel
Vacuum carburize and shot peen (VCBlSPI

Atmosphere carburiza lAC)
Atmosphere carburize and shot peen (AC&SP)

Vacuum carburize and dual shot peen (VC&[lSPI

1
2
3
4
5

Table 2 - Test parameters for atmosphere and vacuum carburized coupons

Parameter Vacuum
, Temperature, °C (OFI

i8oosttime,. min
Diffusion time, min
Hardening temperature, ·C jOFI
Quenching method
Tempering temperature, °C {OFI
Tempering time, h

940 (1,7251
300
120

845 (11,5501
Oil at 160°C(t40°Fl

175 (3501
2

940(1,7251
32

314
845 {1,5501

Nitrogen gas at 20 ba r
1'75,(35ID1

2.

in poor carbon Ir.mSfer to (he part. and loss of
up-lime productivity due to the need for ad-

ditional heaureat equipment maintenance.
Development work done in the past few

years has demonstrated that acetylene is a
good performing gas for vacuum ca:rburizing.
This j, because the chemistry of acetylene
(Eq. 5) is wstIy different from that of propane
or ethylene fEq, 6 and 7). Di ociarion of
acetylene delivers two carbon atoms to the

(6) one produced by dissociation of either
propane or ethylene and avoids formution of

(7) nome, ctive methane.
C ntrol of Ihe vacuum carOOrizing process

(5)

function of temperature, gas pre sure, and
gas flow rate, Simulation progmms have been
written to determine the boo Iand diffu e
times of the cycle.

Figure 3 shows hardness profiles for a

vacuum-earburized and oil-quenched AJSI
862() steel gear.

The overall care depth of maximum hard-
ness for !he vacuum carbunzed part i no-
ticeably deeper than that of the atmosphere

carburized part in Fig. 2. The vacuum car-
burized case depth of approximately 0..81 mJTI
(0.032 in.) at 51:!HRC is more than double
that obtained with atmo phere carburizing ..
while the effeclive case depths (depth alSO
HRC) are similar; Also noIe the milch greater
consistency in mol and pitch line hardnesses
through a depth of 0.8 J mm (0.032 in.) for
vacuum carburizing vs, atmosphere carbu-
rizing (Fig, 3 vs. Fig, 2) .

The hardness profiles shown in Fig. 4 are
for an ArSI 8620. steel gear that has been

vacuum carburized and then high-pressure
gas quenched in 20-bar nitrogen.

A comparison of Figures 3 and 4 . haws

that use of high-pressure gas quenching in-
stead of oil. quenching in vacuum carburizing
results in a more uniform case depth bet ween
gear pitch line and root. The absence of a
vapor layer in gas quenchingresujts in a more
uniform cooling rote along the gear tooth and
root profile.

Test Procedure Outlined
The following procedure was used to

properly evaluate the effect ofdifferent heat
treatments and po t-beat treatment processes
on residual, stre s in coupons of AlS[ 8620
low-alloy gear steel.
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'. Five coupon from the same heat IOl of

AISI8620 were cut 10 ize: 76 X ]9 X 13
mrn, ± 0.05 mm n.m X 0.75 X 0.505 in .•±
0.002 in.), The coupons were tamped, and

a separate manufacturing process, was de-
fined for each (fable [)'.

• Coupon were sent our for heat [real-

ment-wcullDl Of atmosphere cmb:nizing-
accoming '10 the parameters in Table 2. The
required surface hardness was 59 to 61 HRC.
Vacuum cnrburized coupons were nitrogen
gas quenched. while atmosphere carburized
coupons were oil. quenched.

• Heat treated coupons were ground to
12.7 mm ±O.OI3 mm (0.5000 in. ± 0.0005
in.), removing 00 more than 0.15 mm ,(0.006
in.) from the non tamped side where X-ray
diffraction was to take place .

• Three of the five coupons were sent out
for slwt peening.

• All five 00UJX>IlS were sent oul. for X-my
diffractioll on the nonstamped side.

Shot ~eeniQg's Bene6~
The primary purpose of hot peening

gears is to enhance their fatigue life by in-
ducing a high residual compre sive stress at
the surface of the tooth TOOls, ShOEpeening
is most effective for parts subject to high-
cycle fatigue loading.

A basic explanationis provided bylbe
graph in Fig. 5. a typical SoN curve. II plots
(len ile) uress, S, vs.jhe number of load cy-
cle • N. II is important to note thai the ver-
tical caleis linear, whereas the horizontal
scale is logarilhmic. This means that as tensile
stress is reduced. fatigue life improves e po-
nentially. reduction of stress fium 700 wa
(l 10 ksi) to 485 MPa (70 ksi) re ult . in an
improvement in. fatigue life from 40,000 cy-
cles to 160.000 cycles (400~l. Additional
reductions intensile stress result in signifi-
candy more fatigue enhancement At 415
MPa 160' ksi), for example. the anticipated
fatigue life i approximately 400.000 cycles.

The residual compre sive stresse pro-
duced by hOI peening counteract applied
tensile tresses. The compressilve ·tresses are
induced by irnpaots of small. pberical media
II hot), The impact of each individual shot
streLches lheu:rface enough to yield it in ten-

sion. Because '!he surface cannot fu lIy restore
itself dlli 10 the mechanical yieldi ~·Ihat has
taken place, it i Iefl. in a permanem com-

pressed late.
Shot. peening re uhs in aresidual com-

pressive tress at the surface-where mo t

fatigue cracks initiat:e---thal: is approximately
55 to 6O'k of the material's ultimate tensile
urength, for carburized gears, the surface
compression is typically U 70 to 1,725 MFa
( 1.70 to 250 ksi), which results in a ignifi-
cam improvement in fatigue propertie .

'Grinding Often Overlooked
The grinding proce .is appljed to e m-

ponents 0 often and in so many forms (au-
tomatic. manual. with and without coolant)
that it i often overlooked from a residual
tress tandpoint, However, its influence
h uld notbe discounted. especially when

dealing w:ithfatigue-critical parts.
During grinding. residual tensile stres

may be created from generntioo of excessive.
localized heat The localized surface area
being ground beals from friction aOOlUtemplS
10 expand but can't because it is surrounded
by cooler •.stronger metal. If the temperature
generated from grinding is high enough.
however. !he metal yields in compression due
10 the resistance to its expansion and reduced
mechanical pmpertie al elevated tempera-
ture, Upon cooling. the yielded material at-
tempts to contract, The surrounding material
resists dU contraction. thu creating residual
tensile tress. Because heat is the major cause
of residual, tel!lSitie tress from. grindmg. the
importance of coolant for controlling these

X-Ray Diffraction Ieasares Stn!SSl'S
X-ray diffraction was used to measure the

residual stresse al surface and • ubsurfaee lo-
cations. The technique mea ures train by
measuring change in atomic distances, [I is
a direct. self-calibrating methodthar meas-
ures tensile.compressive. and neutral strains
equally well. Snaias are converted to sire! ses
by mUltiplying by elastic constants appro-
priate for the 1]] loy and atomic planes meas-
ured.

for this study. chromium Ka radiation
was used to di ffract the (2] I) planes at ap-
proxill1l1lely 156029. The area measured w s
nonlinally 4 mm (0.16") in diameter. Since
only a Few atomic layers are measured. the
technique icon idered a surface analysis
technique. The subsurface mea urements

0.02 O.DoI (I.l)I;
lo:!i 11.111 11.51

o.,xh.. In. Imml
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KoU]Ion 11
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2211

i2411fIl:!flO-
Fig..6 - ~1icroluudnfss profiles for rtll'uum
carouriZJ!d'andgas ,quenched (Coupon J) and
aJlllOspllere carbl.ri:,ed afld oil quem:lled
(COUpolI J)AI 'I 861·(J'steelcoupons. A major
adl1alltageof vacuum carour:izillg is a deeper
ca. e of high hu.rr1nes .
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(CouPOllS 1, 4, and 5) ,oJA.JS1862(J, Eaclllloasts a mlid 1a~l!rI:!f comproe ;siollihol implies excel-
lem rrl"SistanceIn .initiaJion and grrw.'tI, offfJJigm cracks. Note mal tile residual sJrFss cIlA'fiort/lIm-
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Pfoperty
IDepth to 58 HRC, mm (in.!
Surface hardness before grinding, HRC
Surface hardness after removal of 0.11mm W.OO4 in.)

stock by grindi HRC

were made by electrochemically removing
small amOUJlIS of material, These subsurface

measurements were subsequently corrected
[or stress gradient and layer removal effects
II ing tandard analytical calculations.

Comparing the Processes
Hardnes profile.~ for vacuum carburized

(Coupon l ) and atmosphere carburized
(Coupon 3) AISI 8620 steel coupons are
compared in Fig. 6. A major advantage of
vacuum carburizing over atmosphere car-
burizing j a deeper case of high hardne s,
Hardness value. for the two carburizing
processes are given in Table 3.

Effect o/peenitlg. Residual stress distri-
butions in the three carburized, ground, and
shot peened coupons=Coupons 2, 4, and 5

-are plotted in Fig. 7.
From a fatigue standpoint, the solid layer

of compression demonstrated for all three
coupons implies excellent resistance to ini-
tiation and growth of fatigue cracks. The ten-
sile stress required for a fatigue crack to de-

velop must fir I overcome com pre. !>ive
Ire es that are approximately 1,0.35 MPa

(150 ksi) at the surface and approximately
1515 MPa (220 ksi) at 0.05 m.m (0.002 in.)
'below tile urface, A tensile stress of 1,035
MFa ( 15o.k.si) will produce a net. stress of 0
JivIPa (0 ksi) at.!he surface wiH:n added to !he
residual compressive stress.

Coupons 2 ancl4 were shot. peened at an
AImen .intenjty of .14 to 16. (Almen inten-
it)' is a measure of the energy of the shot
tteam.) The steel shot had a hardness of 55 to

62 HRC and a n minaI diameter of 0..58 mm
(0.023 in.),

Tbe residual sires curves in Fig. 7 have
shapes typical ofhm peened material, All
three have a similar maximum compressive
tress of approxi rnately 1,515 MFa (220 ksi),

This value is approximately 55 to 60% of the
steel's ultimate tensile strength at the surface.
Because all three coupons were hardened 10

59-62 HRC, !he), also had similar tensile
trengths (at the urface),

lbe deplh of the compressive stress layer

H~ATTREATIING FOCUS
----- - --

- ----

5 would be expected to have tile best fatigue
performance of theshree becau e il has the
mosI compressive stress th-RRlgl'loot its depth.
This is particularly evident between 0.08 and
0.20 mm «(lOO3 and. 0.008"), below the sur-
face. At 0.10 mrn (0.004"') below the urfaoe.
for example, there is till 1.380 MlPa (200
ksi) of compression for Coupon 5, compared
with 1.,170 MPa. ( 170 ksi) for Coupon 4 and
1,000 MFa (145 ksi) for Coupon 2.

Bffect o/griflding. Testing of coupons
!hat had been ground gave unexpected results
that required further investigation. All
coupons were ground at the same lime.
Grinding was performed using a wheel that
had coolant flow. The operator was instructed
to remove no more than 0.025 rnrn (0.001")
of stock per pass, for a total of 0.10 mm
(0.004"), of material removed from each
coupon. This appeared to be acceptable
grinding practice. and little thought was given
to the technique prior to testing.

X-my diffraction measurements indicated
thaI tensile tres e j ted on the surface of
the vacuum carbenzed coupon (Coupon I)

as high as 255 MPa (37 hi) at 0.013 mm
(0.0005") below the surface, At a depthof
approx.imately 0.10 mm <0,004"), the values
crossed [he neutral axisinto compression.
These results were immediately questioned.
However. retesting at.several lecatiens using
X-ray diffraction verified that the original
values were correct

The explanation lies in the fact thaI. addi-
tional heat was generated when grinding
vacuum carburized oupon 1. The coupon
was I HRC point harder at the surface and 4
HRC points higher after 0.1.0 mrn (0.'004")
of stock removal. These value are higher
than tho e 1'01' the atmo phere carburized
specimen (Coupon 3). Additional heal. from
an increase in friction resulted in the genera-
Ilionof residual tensile stresses on the vacuum
carburized coupon.

This is an excellent example of why it i
importam to carefully evaluate the amount
of ileal generated when grinding fatigue--cril-
ical parts. It also demer (fates tha.1 X-ray dif-
fraction is an excellent tool for determining
the re idnal stress state of components be-
:fore they enter service.

lCst Resulls Reviewed
Thi rudy compared atmosphere and

Atmospher,c
0.20 (0.008)

!59

Vacuum
.0.58 (0.0231

60
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is a function of the Alrneni lltensity. II can be
increased by increasing hot ize ancVor ve-
locity. Tile depth is the location where the
residual sires v . depth curves would cross
!he neutml axis (into tension) if the positively
sloped lines were extended. A greater depth
of compression is desired because this layer
i what resists fatigue crack growth. Coupons
2 and 4 were shot peened to the same inten-
sity, so that the depth of their compressive
stress layers is also essentially the same at
approximately 0.18 to 0.20 mm (0.007 to

OJ)08").
DlIl1l peelling.The trade-off to increasing

shot peening intensity is that. there is add i.-
tional cold work: and material displacement
at the poim of shot impact. This gene, ally re-
sults in less compression right at the surface
(depth .. 0) and a more aggressive urface
finish.

Dual peening is performed to make up
for the reduced compression resulting from
high-inten il}! peening. The technique con-
sists of. hot peening the same swface twice-
peening at a higher inten iay is followed by
peening at a lower intensity, usually with
mailer media, The second peening reduces

the degree of cold work. at the mace, im-
proving the surface finish, which, in tum,
makes the surface mare compre sed.

COUPOli 5 was dual. peened. The proce s
specified MI-230H shot at 1.8to 20 Almen
followed by MI -I [OH Shot at 8 to 10 Almen.
The residual stress CUlVe for this COIJpon (Pig.
7) is approximately 0.025 to 0'.05 mm (0.00 1
to 0.002") deeper than the curves for the
coupons single hot peened at 14 to 16 Almen
using MI-230H shot.

This would be expected for a carburized
gear steel. The surface stress of oupon 5 (at
depth = 0) is the same as ihat of the other two
hot peened coupons. What mosliikely oc-

curred is that il was less compressed after the
£irs! peening step. When the second was per-
formed.the urface became even more com-
pressed, 10 the cpproximately 930. MPa ( 135
ksi) level,Shown inFig, 7. Therefore •.Coupon

http://www.powerrransmisslon.com
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0,1810 0.20 mm (OJXJ7to 0.008").

IHIEATTREAT~NG FOCUS _

vacuum carburizing of A1 [8620 gear teel
and eV'J.luatedthe influence of the subsCCfucnt
manufacturing opernuom of shot peening
and grinding. The primary goal of the tudy
was to determine which c:uburizing proce
was more uitahle for beavy-<lmytran mi -
ion gears. 'Gears are subject to both, liding

and rolJing contact stresses n their flanks in
addition 1.0 bendingstres es jn tooth roots.
To meet these demanding performance en-
teria..!be steel gears ideally would be hare!-
ened for strength and contact properties and
have reo idual compressive surface. tresse
for bending fatigue re istance,

We concluded thaI vacuum 'carbtlrizing is
superior to atmo. pbere carburiziDg for beat
treating heavy-duty transmi sion gears. and
enjoysthe fonowing advantages:

'. Higher hardnes«: In !he coupons rested
with X-ray diffraction. the surface, before
grinding, was] HR point 'higher (60vs. 59
HRC); the subswi"oce. after 0.10 mm (O.<Xl4")
stock removal, was 4 HRC points higher (62
v.S8HRC).

'. Greater depth of higb hardness, Of; 58
HRC: .In the coupon tested with X-ray dif-
fraction. 58 HRC depths were .0.58 mm
W.023"} for vacuum carburizing and .0.20
mm (11008") for atmosphere carburizing,

• Greater depth of high hardlless,Of; 58
HRC, at rile pileI! line and root of actual
gears: 58 HRC depths were 0.81 mm
(0,032") for vacuum carburizing and 0.38
rnm (0,015") for aimosphere carbcrizing,

.'Deeper,ej[ectP.Y? case ;11' tOOlh mOl oj oc-
tllal gears; Vacuum. 1.0 mm (O.o.:IO"); at-
mo phere, 0.699 mm (O.0275"),.

• Higher surface residual compression
(deten7lined by X-ray diJfmctioll' of coupons I

wit/Will shot peening or grinding): Vacuum.
135 MPa 09.6 ksi); atrno phere, 98 MPa.
(14.2 ksi).

.' Improved consistency between the case
layer at the pitct: line of the gear flank wld
gear roots (actual gears): Vacuum. 0.28 mm
(0.0 II ") variation; atmo ·phere. 0.648 mm
(0.0255") variation.

SIUJtpeenitlg •.The vacuum carburized
and atmosphere carburized ~urfaces re-
ponded et.)ually to hot. peening:

• Muximlll1l compressive stress: approxi-
mately I ,515 MPa (220 ksi),

• Compressive layer deplb: approximately

DlmI 1101.peening aI first a higher ruld then
a lower intensity resulted in a greater depth
of 'compression by approximately 0.02510 I
0,05 rnm (0.00] to 0,002"). The urfaoe tress

of!he dual-peernedl coupon was very similar, at t
approximately 930' MPa (135 kli), to !hal of i
the conventionally hot peened coupons. The II

higher-intensity first peen would have pro-

duced a less compressed surface, but [he I'.'

second, lower-intensity peen would have re-
stored compressive stress to the approxim:uely
930 MPa ( 13.5ksi) level. The dual-peened
coupon should have significantly better high-
cycle fatigue properties than the single-peened
coupon ..

FaJi'gfle .•In terms of fatigue performance. I
the additional 34.5 MFa (5 ksi) of compres- i

Isi 11 mea ured for the vacuum carburized
coupon Cnotshot peened orground) should
yield significant. increases in gear life under
high-cyCle fatigue Ioading, compared with
that for the atmosphere carburized coupon.

The study also served as an excellent re-
minder of the importance of understanding
how all manufacruring proce s may affect
residual! stre se and, consequently. fatigue
pcrfonnance. Actual gears must now be tested
to ensure thai changes to the manufacturing
process-involving material, part geom try,
heat treatment. ·hot peening. and/or grinding
-will ha e 'the sameeffeets in production ID;

those observed in this study.
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point and, especially for helical gears, on the average length of
line of contact For the calculation of the Hertzian pressure, PII'
the meshing of two gear teeth can be represented by an analog
model of the meshing of two cylinders, under normal load.
Important parameters are the radii of curvature for pinion and
gear along the length of path of contact and the values of load
and pitch line velocity. Characteristic data of material and lubri-
cant have to be introduced. For helical gears. normal unit load is
related to minimum total length of line of contact at the appro-
priate diameter. Figure I gives some basic data for two special
test gear pairs. The profile of both gear pair, in trail verse plane
is equal. For the given gear size. a tran mis ion ratio of approx-
imately one leads to a maximum relative radius of curvature in
the pitch point C. Both gear pairs have the same face width. The
overlap ratio of the helical gear pair is 1.0 for minimizing exci-
ration. As far as the standardized contact stre s number aM)

Case Depth and Load Capacity of
Case-Carburized Gears

Thomas Tobie, P,eter Oster and Bel\nd.-Robert Hiihn

Introduction
Compared to nan-hear-treated components. case-carbunzed

gears are characterized by a modified! strength profile in the
case-hardened layer: The design of case-carberized gears is
based on defined allowable stress numbers. These allowable
stress numbers are valid only for a defined "optimum" case
depth. Adequate heat treatment and optimum case depth guar-
antee maximum strength oftooth flank and tooth root Variable
case depths can lead to a decrease in load capacity. For some
applications, includinglarge gears with mall modules, maxi-
mum load capacity for thetooth flank often cannot be used.
Therefore, the optimum case depth is not required. A smaller
case depth CaII meet the load capacity requirement for the actu-
al application without reaching the maximum load capacity and
can thereby decrease di tortion by hardening and reduce the
need. for grinding.

For case-carburized gears with adequate case depth. it is gen-
erally accepted that pitlingcracks are initiated at the surface.
where topography of surface and lubricating conditions are
important. parameters. However on crack propagation, the tre
field of the subsurface region also has an important influence.
Furthermore. under special condition. cracks al 0 can initiate
below the surface. The variable stress gradient over depth
require a. corresponding gradient. of trength. So, to determine
all adequate case depth. that will ensure pitting resistance. it is
essential to Imow the stre s field induced byloadi,ng of the tooth
flank at the surface, as well as over depth below the surface for
all points 011 the line of contact.

Baed all theoretical work and expen mental test results. it is
planned to introduce an addition to the ssanderdlzed gear rating
according to [SO/DIN (Ref. 2). in which the influence of ca e
depth all load capacity is taken into consideration.

As a gear's tooth flank and tooth root cannot be loaded inde-
pendently from each other, it can be shown that the simple
empirical method-e-case depth proportional to module-takes
the basic principle of the rolling/sliding contact for tooth flank
and of a bending beam for tooth rOOI. into good consideration for
a wide range 0'[ standard! gears.

Tile Loa.ded Toot.h .Flan'k-Some Basic Principles of
Contact SU'esses

Base model of lille contact. [II tandardized rating of gears
according 10 [SOfDIN. computation of pitting resistance is
based on the nominal value of Hertzian pressure at the pitch

u= lizl = 25/24
8=200 mm
ms= 8.0 mm
b::'53.9 mm
Ea = 1.50

Tl " 6,990 N -m; V," 30.8 m/s; nl = 3,000 rpm
Spur gear (,8" 0,'1: olfJ = 1.503. Nfmm2

Z8" 1.015; Zo:: 1.009
olfJ =1,225 N/mm2
18:: 1.00; Zo:: 1.00

Helical gear (fJ = 25°1:
[<p=1.01

FiguJ1e'1--'C'omparison 'of a helical and spur gear pair witb the, same
profile lin transV'e~se,planB. .
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Figure 2.-Relative radius of curvatur,ePfl5'and Hertzian pressure PH
over the line of contact.

bl Contact load, EHD conditions
(r-sh~r, -thermalloadl
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IHer1Zian ..ressurel
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Figure 3--Held 01shear stress over depth for the lowest point of
single, tooth contact of spur pinion regarding 'elliptical fiertzian
Ipressure(a,),EHUIpressure(b). -

0.5 m = B mm, lllzl = 24125-
Po = 1,654 Nlmm2

bo = 0.55 mm
No residual stresses

0.4

o~~~~~~~~----------~
0.0010_5 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 44.S 5

¥,1bo

Figure 4-Equivalent shear stresses <HmBX' T:(JSmBX and '['.«,overdepth
below surface.

0.5.----------.---m-:--::8-m-m-. z-'r/z-. :--'2""~=25'---'
Po ~ 'r,654 Nlmml

~2 0.55 mm
whh residual stresses a,s0.4

0.3

)
..., 0.2

~
'"" 11.1

1.5 2 2_5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5
'11-

Figure 5-EquivaJenS shearskess over depth regarding: superim-
pos;ingresidual stresses.

according ~o DIN 3990 (Ref. 2) is concerned., Figure I shows

that the helical gear is obviously advantageous compared to the
geometrically equivalent spur gear. While the helical gear has a

constant total length of line of contact, the contact length of the
spur gear is significantly characterized by the change of ingle-
to double-loath contact. Simplifying load di tributicn, Figure 2

shows the distribution of Hertzian pressure across the path of
contact A is the starting point of mesh atthe dedendum flank of

the pinion, In the area of small relative radius of curvature PF.rs

and high sliding velocity, the helical gear is loaded with higher
Hertzian pressure than the spur gear, The maximum value of

Hertzian pressure appears for the spur gear at the lowest point of
single tooth contact (point B). With the corresponding local
value of load and relative radius of curvature of each contact

point, the stress field for line contact can be calculated accord-
ing to the rules of contact mechanics.

Cantact loadarzd contact stresses. For the gear designer. the
maximum of the shear stress 1:H or orthogonal shear stress 1:0S

are two well-known values. Figure 3a shows, for the lowest

poim of single tooth contact of the spur pinion. the stress field
LHlpo over (material) depth regarding the indicated simple
Hertzian pressure. The graphical representation is dimension-

less with: po--max.imum Hertzian pressure in contact point, y-
distance below surface of contact. x--coordinate in contact band

or coordinate of time, bo-semi width of Hertzian contact band.
During teeth meshing, the elliptically distributed Hertzian pres-
sure moves along the length of path of contact Thu , the load

on each single element in the gear volume varies with lime. and
the direction of the shear stresses change as load passes

through one contact poiru (rotation by 1800 for one mesh),
Therefore, the z-coordinate can be regarded a. the lime-axis,

and consequently, Figure 3 illu trates the variable stress field
above time for the chosen contact point. Instead of the dry con-
tact model, actual gears are exposed to a tribological
rolling/sliding contact with local friction and varying tempera-
ture, Therefore, the normal load induce a tangential component
of load as wen as a thermal source at the surface, Tbe distribu-
don of tangential load can be assumed as proportional 10 tile di -
tribution of normal pressure, if the average coefficient of friction

Pm is simplified and assumed to be constant
For the distribution and value of thermally induced stress. the

speed conditions of meshing teeth are the most important influ-
ence parameters. The lubricant in the tooth contact also affects
the pressure distribution. Assuming elastohydrodynamic condi-

tion , the distribution of pres me, film thickness and film con-
dition across the width of the Hertzian contact band can be com-

puted, The di tribution of pre SUEeunder EHD conditions is pri-
marily influenced by local lubricant viscosity. Important pa-
rameter that have an influence on the vi cosily at the contact
point are value of load. oil temperature and the type of lubricant.
Figure 3b how the local overall loading for EHD contact and
the resulting field of shear stress Tf! for the given contact point
of the spur gear, It ]S obviou that friction and an increase in
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temperature modify the stress field (for the given gear geometry
and load) at and in the near urtaee-area in a significant way.

Addit.iomiUy. the EHD conditions increase the stress concentra-
tion in this area. On the other hand. it is evident that stresses in

a depth )'j> 0.5 • boare not modified and so values of !H are
equivalent to the well-known values of loading with pure

Hertzian pressure (maximum value of fH = 0.3 • PH in a depth 'vi
= 0.78 ., bo). The can ideration of frictional shear moves the

maximum tress in the direction of the end of the Hertzian con-

tact band.
An equivalent stre s criterion required for a loaded tooth

flank has to take into consideration the multiaxial and variable-
with-time stres late of a loaded tooth flank, where the maxi-

mum normaJ and hear sire se occur ill different depths below
the urface and, out of phase.

Eqrli,'alenl shear stresses. Maximum shear stress criterion
(tH) and orthogonal shear stre s criterion (Tos), which is pro-
portional to the von Mises equivalent stress, are two basic
equivalent stress criteria wen known by the gear designer.

Figure 4 illustrates for the given loading according to Figure 3b,

the values of maximum shear stre es fHma.r and fOSmlU and the
value of the effective shear stress <effover depth below surface.

By comparing different criteria. it 'COil be noted that THmax as

well as 1'0 "'aI are defined as vectors, taking into consideration
only the maximum shear stress in a specified plane at a defined
poinl in time, The direction of these tre vectors is variable

with time. According to the hear stress intensity method, t:~Ifis
defined as root-mean-square value of all maximum shear stress

values f,..~ in each plane (y.'tp) of analysis, Figure 4 points out
that for the given gear geometry and load, the profile of the three

equivalent stress values is similar. with a maximum value occur-
ring below the surface aad the depth and stress value being in
the arne order of magnitude.

Due to additional re idu.aJ tresses, the stres distribution

shown can be modified quite significantly. Residual stre ses are
induced by heat treatment and the grinding process. Assuming a

biaxial tress slate, the normal component of re idual stresses is
negligible at least in a near-surface region. Therefore. the nor-
mal component of re idual stresses will be assumed as zero for

the following computations.
When superimposing residual stresses, it has to be taken into

can lderation that re idual stres sesare more or less constant
over time, while stresses induced by external load are variable
over lime and therefore dynamic components. For the following

computations. a variation of the residual stre tate due to the
running of gears is not considered. TIle different lime profile of
load-induced stresse and residual Ire es can. be considered, if
the quasi-static re idual Ire component-for example,

r"ff.~is handled as a kind of mean tres . Then the equivalent
stresses (indicated by the ub cript a, as in <'0'.0) represent a
threshold value (2 • amplitude), for example: t.ff.a:::: feff- r~!f.ES'

where !rO' is the calculated hear tress inten ily induced by

external load and re iduaJ Ires e . and '['O'.ES i the equivalent
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iFigure 6-Hardness curve and residual stress prome for ,!tifferent
case-depth val'ues.
.....- ---,1 I near-surface area lv; < 0.1 • bo) is defined as "local near-surface

!"". stress," :r:~go(J(l' For the given loading, the values of T,g-rl.1 are
reduced by the residua] stresse . A decrease of the re idual stress

i value due 10 running of the gears re ults in an increa e of TrlFr1I.l'
Shear stress/strength gradient ./or ,different case depths .
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Fig,ure7-Profiles,of Teq ••,withouhesidual sbe~ses and with reg,ard
to d,j,fferen1residualstresslts ae,cordingCoFigure 6.
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shear stress induced by residual sire ses only.

For the given example, Figure 5 illustrates the gradieru of the

equivalent shear stress values over depth considering the shown
residual stress state (axial and tangential components of PES)'
Value and distribution of the given residual stresses agree with

measurement in gears of thi size and adequate case depth. Wt is
obvious that, with consideration of residual sire es, the equiva-

lent stress levels decrease, in the example in a region y(<. 4 • bo,
compared to [he stress slate without regarding residual srre es,

For Yi > 4 • boo '[he value of the re idual stresses is small in this
case, so the influence on load-induced stresses decreases. The
different equivalent shear stress values are modified in different

ways. but one common effect. for all criteria is that the maximum

value is now to be found at or very near the surface.
Furthermore, it can be seen that after a minimum. the tress val-

ues increase again for a depth of Yi > 2.5 .' boo According to

Reference 4, the average value of equivalent shear tress in a

Modifying case depth varies the distance below surface where
residual . tresses influence the stress state. According to

Reference 6, a residual sires profile over depth can be calculat-

ed according to a standardized haedne curve. The equation are
based Oil test results. For example. Figure 6 illustrates the influ-

ence of variable case depths (El1t) Oil the gradient of strength
('rZli() and residual stress profile (uES) over depth, It is assumed

by simplification [hat the gradient of trength i equivalent. 10 the

gradient of hardness (HV) normal 'to the urface (t':ul = C • HV, c
= ] .0). Values of surface hardness and core hardness are con-

stant. AI. and in the near-surface region. the material strength is
reduced due to n tch effects from surface roughness. Figure 7
shows examples of '[he gradient of Trg.a over depth regarding the

different residual stress values for different case depths. It can be
seen that the stress gradient is modified over different distances

below the surface. Especially for a small value of case depth, a
econd peak value below the surface occurs, At a. greater dis-

tance below the surface. an increase in case depth leads to a
decrease in stress: while in the near-surface area, the sires tate

, is 110t decreased additionally. Figure 6 and 7 point out that the

I

Ii
By comparing local stress and local trength over the whole

profile. locations of critical tress/strength ratio can be found. In
Figure 8, stres and strength profile a.11C illustrated for the given

example with a case depth of 0.5 mm. Note Ihat this case depth
is smaller than recommended value in standards. I'n this case, it.
can be een that a ection of critical Ire sI trength ratio, with

thickness of the case-carburized layer and thu . the case depth

modjfy the trengjh profile as well as the stres profile over
depth significantly .

The variable stress gradient over depth requires a corre-
sponding gradient of trength,
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re peel to minimum safety. is found below 'the urface at the
'boundary of the case-core transition. hi the case-hardened layer

as well as at the surface, the tre Istrength ratio is not critical.

Figure 9' shows a comparison of stress and strength profile when
changing the case depth to 1.2 mm. It is illustrated that stress
and strength profile correspond in a much 'better way over the

depth. Maximum stress now occurs near the urface. At a greater
distance below the surface. the stress/strength ratio increa es,

out note that the absolute tress level ill these region" is mall.
However, localized material defect -for eif.ample, inclusions-
can lead 10 an increase in stress and initiate a crack below the
surface.

Effects of diJ/erelit case-depth values. It was demonstrated
that, with consideration of residual stresses, the stress gradient

as well as the strength profile over depth are modified with the
case-depth value. The depthbelow the surface of the maximum
, tress/strength ratio (minimum safety I depends on the correla-

tion of tress and trength profile. Adequate ca e depth leads to
a peak stress value and a critical stress/strength ratio at or just
near the surface -0 that puting will beinitiated in the e regions,

especially if the special conditions at the surface-for example,

notch effects due to surface roughness and decrease of residual
stresses due 10 running of gear -are taken into consideration,

These influences moclify surface stressesand urface strength.
Note that in the examples hown, the different influence on the
surface tresses were not taken into special can ideration.
Smaller values of case depth (or unfavorable residual stresses)

can lead to moving the peal: value of stre sl trength ratio a
greater distance below the surface. Thus. gear damage initiated
below the surface, especiajly in regions of critical local

stress/strength ratio, may occur. A decrease in loud capacity can
be imagined. Localized material defects in critically stressed
areas iacres e the ri k of damage. On the other hand. lower gear

loading can Fe lilt in lower required case depth.
Thus. for minimizing the risk of loath flank damage. espe-

cially in critical applications, not only condition at the urface
should be regarded. Also, stress and strength profile over depth

can be important parameters and should be analyzed by corn-
puting a local safety (slIess/strength ratio) over depth below the

contact Note that the value of the coefficient c for calculating
the material trength-rZU1 = c • HV wi~h c ;;;:I.O-is as. umed for
simpliflcarion and is not ba ed on te t results.

The demonstrated theoretical investigations are computed
with an c nY-based program ystem called ROSLCOR, devel-

oped, owned and in stalled by the Technical University of
Munich's Gear Research Institute (FZO). Basic principle are
summarized in Reference 8.
Application of Test Results in AdditIon to ISOfDIN Standard

The demonstrated theoretical inve tigations are in good
agreement with some test results run at the FZO for evaluation
of the influence of case depth on load capacity. According 10

Reference S. an "optimum" ca e depth guarantees maximum
load capacity of tooth flank: according 10 DIN 3990, Smaller val-
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ues of case depth lead to a decrease in pitting resistance. For the
tooth flank. optimum case depth was found asa function of rela-
tive radii.of curvature. Test results are mainly based on investiga-
tions wi!:hsmall gears. Some few test results with larger gear

0.7 ,..-------.......,.--r------------,
-- Eht= 1I.2mm m = 8 rnm, z,/12 '" 24{25

Po ;;; 1.654 N/mm1
bo;;; 0:55 mm

0.6

0.5

cf 0.4")
~ 0.3
:,
"," 0.2

Ob-~--~-- __~-- ~-- __~
0.001 0.5, 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5

'fllba

Figurel 9-IHaniness curve antllprofil'e ,ofT.tf_. for;8 ,given case de,pth
,of 1.2 mm.
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(a = 200 mm) according to Reference 3 confirm these results.
For 'the tooth rOOI endurance trength, there was also an opn-

mum ca e depth establi bed. which depends on the module of
the gear. Inve ligations show that smaller or greater values than
the optimum case depth decrease the tooth root endurance
strength.

The German guideline (Ref. 2), which is based on long prac-
tical experience, recommends <II case depth of 0,]5 • normal
module, defined. as the depth below surface at which the Vickers
hardnes has dropped to 550 NV, applicable for standard gear
sizes. U ing this method, the actual load on the gear has not
beengiven pedal consideration. It is obvious and was demon-
strated by theoretical inve tigarions thalligMy loaded gears tol-
erate less case depth than recommended by thi rule.

Illfluem:e of eas« ,depth on contact load ,capacil}'. III tan-

dardized rating according to ISOIDI , the allowable sire
numbers aNUm and 0Plim are valid for a defined optimum case
depth. Therefore, an addition to the standard, which is based on
the reported test results. is planned to takethe influence of vari-

able case depth on load capacity into consideration. For evalua-
tion of the influence of case depth Olll the penni ible endurance
contact stre s, an influence factor ZEhI (Eq, 1) is defined;

where: a/I

SH
is the actual contact stress number, N/mm2,
is the required safety factor,

O[.l1iJtl is the allowable sires number
(for optimum case depth), N/nun2,

Z: are influence factors according to DIN 3990
(Ref ..2).

Within the range Ellt"isl ~ EhtHopl: ZEItt;::: 1.0,
WithJn the range EhlHisl -c EhtHopr: ZEltI according to Figure
110or Equation 2:

where:
Ehtm" is the actual effective case depth

(mea ured at the reference circle),

EhtHnpr is the calculated optimum effective
case depth at the reference circle
according to Reference 2.

ZEJII is applicable in a range of 0.7 s ZEhl S 1.0.

For example:
EluHoPI = 2.0 mm, EhtHLff = 1.2mm
-t ZEilr = 0.856.
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Influence of case depth ,on bending load capacity. For eval-
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GNUi'll Z 7 Z'·7 ZON = 0110 ., KJlK,KH,i<lIfJ S 'OHI' = --..--- • -"fL.LfII"X I
.;)11'",;" -

! -=--------
! Om = ZHZiZSZ;Z11 ., dF1b' 11+ I = ZuZ"ZOZ7-Il • .!;~ u+]i u \ b ;::Im" u
! '" ~ Z Z Z·77 '. F, cosfllJ+ I_ 0111;", '. z_ ,VZ,.Zklxl.,i =;> ''''NO - H E! 1l'-l"'1J ~ . -- - --I \• '.m" 0 /I. K'K,Ku,.K~5)

! 2on~
• wh re EhlF/:i/ is ihe actual (measured) effective case depth j of = 0FO '. KJlK,Kf·cftf·fJ s a,.p = • YXY,),oITYRft'/T

at the root fillet nonnal io the 30" tangent, 1"",. F, Y _ 20F/r~F-"'I" YxY &rUYR",1T
EhlFop, is the calculated optimum effective case =>OFO= -b--,- • fSYcYfI:: --- ° -----='-...!::.!.!!......!!!!~-

'i" S,.. K"K.Kf·"Kflldepth at the root f llet aormal 10 the 300

I ~;;:= function of " (" - numbe of pinion teeth):
For practical application. it can be assumed that .

Eluflft ....0.75· EhtHuf" I
The influence of case depth on the tooth root endurance limit!

I
i also shown in Figure 11. The propesed influence factors can i
be used in two. y,'ay : either for calculation of require~ case I
depth as a function of geometry and load or for calculation of !
the !>::uety factors (load capacity of the gear) for a given case \
depth not ,eq,ua'ilo optimum case depth. I

Veli'incatioo, of Different Approacbe for !
Determioin ,Case Depth i

A gear' tooth flank and tooth root cannot be loaded inde- I
pendently from each other, Thus. all, adequate case depth has to i
consider the ba icprinciples of rolling/sliding contact for tooth i
flank as well as of a bending beam for tooth root. i

In the following. it is demon trated that the simple empirical i
method, cae depth proportional to module, recommended by I
the German guideline. takes the different conditions of tooth I
flank nd tooth rootjruo good consideranon for a wide range of i
standard gear . Furlhermore, ihe results are in good agreement i
with other methods. i

Calculation oj case ,depth according to AGMA 'talJdtu;d. !
The AGMA standard .~or gear rating (Ref. n recommends a I
minirnurn case depth Eh'min based on the depth of maximum i

uation of the influence of case depth on the tooth root endurance !
trengthan influence factor Y£hI ,tEq. 3) i defined: !

YfJu = Uf· S,I(UFIi"," YST- YliwlT" YRwlTo' Yx) (3.) I

Ii,where: 0F i the actual bending stress number, N/mm2,

SF is the required safety factor. i
0F/llrI is !he allowable stre s number (for optimum i

case depth), ,fmm2• [

Y.. are influence factors, according 10 D]N 3990 t
I

(Ref.. 2). i

YEIlI can be calculated:
• within the range EhIF151 = 0.025 ...0.1 0' m,,:

(0.4- E~flll)
Y - - 0 5 (Ehlf1S1) •Eh! - I, +. In"

YEhl = 1.0

• witbin the range EhlFur= 0.2...0.35· m,,:

Y . "" 1 - 0 8. ( EIz'f1<1 - 0 ,).
£!hI • f71~ .-

tangent according to Figure I L

hear from contact loading I(Eq. 4).

(4)

Ehlnrm depends on the actual load on the tooth flank and 'the

geometry of the gear. UH is at hardening proces factor ( H =
constant == 66,000 N/mm2 for grade MQ and ME curburized .Hld
hardened). Transforming the given formula, Ehtm;fJ is propor-

tional to the depth below urface sf'1I where maximum shear

stress THmGl.t occurs, with respect to relative radii of curvature and
applied load.

Using the fundarnemal mung forrnulas of DI ,3990 (Eqs. 5<

aund 6) (Ref. 2). some transformations lead to Equation 7.

(6)

Applicatlon of Equation 4 and 7 re ults in Equation 8, in

which £11I",~,,:i pr-oportional 10 various influence factors. to the
actual safety factor. and to the gear module:

Ehr . :: _2_ o. (Zf/Z,,-Z;Z,z/1)2
mm I H (Z\vZLZ~XZ,,)

KA,K,KHfIKHa. sina...,
K",K,Kf.r/<F13 cosfJl>

cosal
COSa,."

__ U:..:ft",,;,,::...,_ •. _S_fl_ • III
0Hlim SF· II

8)

The given equations are based on rnathematlcatly exact trans-
formations and therefore can be used for all types of involute
spur and helical gears.

Assuming some simplifications and reasonable values for the

influencing factors, applicable for standard gear sizes and lap-
dard gear application. Equation 8 can be written a :
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S
Ehtrni~- 0.] 6 .'T .'IIIn

Comparison of the differ:ent ,approaches Jor ,determining
case depth. From Equation 9. ii, is obvious that for standard gear
izes, the different methods for calculating ca 'e depth according

to DIN 3990 (EhlHopI = 0.15 • mIl) and AGMA lead to very close
re ult . if optimum load capacity is required (safety factors near
I).

For lightly loaded gears, Equation 9 tolerates less case depth

(SF - VSu•SF> SI1 > I!). .
According to the German guideline (Ref. 2). the actual load

has not been given special consideration, 0 optimum case depth

for optimum load capacity is always obtained. Introduction of

the defined influencing factors ZEht and Y£hJ into the DlN stan-
dard takes actual stress conditions into consideration. This
means that, for lightly loaded gears, the required case depth can

be reduced compared to the recommended optimum ca e depth.
Thus, for a wide range of standard gears. the two methods are

applicable. especially if tile actual afety factor SH and SF (actu-
alload) are used for celeulation. Especially for large gears, the
maximum allowable tress numbers are onen not used due to
afety aspects.

Note that for orne special gears, calculated value 'Of case
depth will differ because El!tWlill depends on the gear geometry in

question and on the real contact stress number an. For critical
gearing. detailed studies should be made according [0 the section

"The Loaded Tooth Aank-Some Basic Principles of Contact
Stresses."

Conelu ion
The allowable stress numbers in standardized rating of gears

are valid for normal (optimum) case depth. It is known that cspe-

cially small case depth values can reduce contact and bending

load capacity. In theoretical lnve ligation. it was shown that the
loading of tooth flank by Hertzian pressure and tribological
parameters induce a stre s field in the material, which i vari-
able over depth and can be calculated according to the rule of
contact mechanics,

Application of different equivalent 'hear uess criteria hows
that residual stresses can mollify Ihe stress state significantly. It
was demonstrated that variation of case depth influences Lite
sue gradient as well as the trenglh gradient over depth. By
analyzing the local stress/strength ratio over the tooth profile
and depth, a local safety factor can be defined. The depth below

surface where the maximum stress/strength ratio occurs depends
on the relation of the stress and the strength profile. Adequate
case depth leads to a peak value of the stre .. /strength ratio at or
just near the surface. Smaller values of case depth can lead to a

relocation of the maximum value of stress/strength ratio at a
greater dis lance below the urface, Thai relocation may lead to

gear damage thaI initiates below .urface. Lower gear loading
can re lilt in lower required case depth.

An addition to the WSOIDLN standard is proposed in which ~
the influence of different case depths on load capacity can be :

(9) taken into consideration.

It was hown that the simple empirical method-case depth
proportional to module-recommended by the German guide-
line (Ref. 2), take the different conditions of tooth flank and
tooth roo! inlogood con ideration for a wide range of standard

gear. Using the proposed influence factors ZEhl and YEhl, the

results for calculated case depth according to the empirical
method are in good agreement with other methods (Ref. U for

calculation of required case depth with consideration of actual

load. 0
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Atmosphere or Vacuum Technology -
whatever your choice, you can rely on the
excellence of Ipsen carburizing systems.
Whether your carburized gears require
the precision case depth control and

short cycle times of acetylene vacuum
processing, or the reliable high throughput
of a continuous atmosphere pusher, there
is an advanced Ipsen furnace solution for
your gear heat tmating needs.

cing Systems
---cellence

• High carbon transfer rate
• Short cycle limes
• Soot-free processing
• Excellent hole penetration (blind or ihru-holas)
• Excellent for dense loads

Ipsen International
<I''''.o3<-.ll'<.''::''I' • Fax: ,815.332.4995
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____ ITIECH'NICAL CA'LEN!DAR 1 _

March 7-9-86th Annna.1 AGl\IlA Meeting. Westin Mission
Hill Re on, Rancho Mirage .. CA. The [heme of this year's

meeting .is "Competing in the Global Marketplace." Seminars
will focu on globalization and economic trends in the gear

industry. $795. For more information. contact AGMA by phone
at (703) 684-0211 or visit lVWll:agma.org.

March 13-15-1nterna.tional Conference on Gears. Forum-
Hotel, Munich, Germany. Co-sponsored by the British Gear

Association, the FVA. the lntemational Federation for the
Theory of Machines. Japan Society of Mechanical Engineers.

IRIA and VDMA. Papers will be pre ented in plenary sessions
and parallel sessions to address various applications for gears.
Papers win emphasize trends in design, development and appli-

cation of gears and transmissions. English and German are the
official Janguages of the conference. Fee conditions will be sup-
plied with the registration form, For more information, call (49)
211-1.4-2-18 or fax (49) 211-62-14-1-71.

March 19-23--2002 International Exposition ror Power
Transmission. Las Vega Convention Center, Las Vegas, NV. A

technical conference for profe sionals working with power
transmission ystems, component .. and contrcls: hydraulic.
pneumatic. mechanical and control. industries. Co t ranges from
$35 to $975. depending on registration and courses selected, For

more information, call the Internatianal Fluid Power Association
at (800) 867-6060 or (4l4) 298-41.41 or visit www.ifpe.com.

March .2O-.22-Advanced 'Gear Design & Theory. Center for
Continuing Engineering Education, University of Wi cousin-

Milwaukee. Milwaukee. Wl The seminar is a continuation of
Fundamentals of Gear Design and i aimed at the designer, user
and beginning gear technologi t. Specific lectures will cover
manufacturing, heat treatment, drawing data requirements.
lubrication types and the basics of load capacity rattng, among

other topic. $1,095. For more informarion, contact Richard
Albers. program director. by telephone at (414) 227-31.25 or by
e-mail at rgalbers@lIwm.edu ..

April! ~S-]8-Basic Gear Fundamentab Course. Gleason
Cutting Tools Facilay, Love Park. IL. Thi four-day program is

de igned for indi.v.iclual. eeking a ba ic uaderstandmg of gear
geometry, nomenclature. manufacturing and inspection. $895.

This course will be repeated June 24-27 and at other times
throughout. 'the year. For more information, call Gleason Cutting
Tools Corp, at (815) 877-8900 or visit www.gleason ..com.
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High quality and Icompeti:tive pricing ..•
Fromthe people'who invent,eo the Fassler DSAGrinding Wheel
Dressing process: -
We would !like to present our new module range of diamond
dressers for f1an'kand tip dressing.

Your benefits:
-lncreased tool life
• Attractive, factory-direct :pricing
• Original Swiss-prec.ision qualitv
• Higher wear resistance'
• Better cutl:ing;ability
• Short delivery
• For Fassler DSA. Reishauer SP:ABnd RP2 systems

Contad us with your requirements at
Fassler C'orpor,ation
131 W.ILa~on Ave••Ste.308,.Milwaukee, M 53207'
P,hone,: {4141769-oo72- Fa.x: (4141769~B610
E-mail: IUsa@'aessleroag.cb

We apo'iogize for any inconvenience.

-The Editors

ICDrrection

R,egarciing the article, "Failure Mechanisms in Plastic

Gears," by Yang Kang Chen, Nick Wrig:ht, Chris J. Hooke

and Stephen N. Kukureka, published in the

January/February 2002 issue o,f Gear Technology, we

would like to make the following correction:

The shert-plass-flber material was mistakenly presented

as RIFL4036..1t should have read IRF1006HS.

http://www.ifpe.com.
mailto:rgalbers@lIwm.edu
http://www.gleason
http://www,flHrtBcbnology.comto


The B,r'oach IMasters, lnc.. IUniversal G,ealr' Comp,any
• Gear & Spline Broaches • Shank & Disk. Shaper Gutters
• Special Form Broaches • Generat,ed Form with ground Fillet Radius
• CNC Gear Grinding • Go NoGo Spline Plug Gages
• Production Broaching • "Posi-Loc" Spline Arbors
• Blind Hole Broaching SpeciaHsts • Master Gears

(530') 885-1939' • .Fax (530) 885-8157- (530) 8.85-50'75
160'5 Industrial Drive, Auburn, CA 95'60'3 Made in USA

www.broachmasters ..com-sale.s@broachmast.ers.com

http://www.broachmasters
mailto:com-sale.s@broachmast.ers.com


• HlATTREATIING FOCUS
- --- - - ---------------------

Cleaner, More Energy Efficient:
Trends in the Heat Treat Industry

ml

n advancing technology and

• high.er energy cos~s a.ppear to .be
, leading heat-treating compames

in the gear industry toward
cleaner, more energy-efficient processes.

These proces e may offer some relief to
heat treaters through cooler factories and

some relief to their companies through

reduced energy usage.
Also, the heat treat industry has long-

term goals for making heat treating clean-
er and more energy efficient.

An Advancing 'technology
An advancing technology among me

gear industry's heat treater is vacuum

carburizing and hardening, according to

Bob Cvetichan, manager of the heat treat !
department at Horsburgh & Scott Co, of !
Cleveland, OH. :

Cvetichan says he see an industry- i",I.

wide trend toward vacuwn carburizing
and hardening. In his opinion, the process

is becoming more popular because it's
cleaner than gas carburizing and harden-

ing. as weU as conventional through-

hardening.
In Cincinnati, OH,the president of

Cincinnati Steel Treating Co. agrees.
"It's cleaner," says Jerry Wolf.

"Vacuum furnaces are not hot. They're
cold on the outside."

Their coolness could make those fur-
naces easier to install ill a manufacturing

plant because the heat treat operation
wouldn't need to bea separate depart-
ment inthe plant,

Cveticban adds that the cleaner vacu-
um process would make for cleaner
workplaces, which could raise heat
treaters' moral e.

According to Wolf, vacuum carburiz-

ing and hardening appears to have ad van-

Joseph L IHazel,ton

rages over conventional carburizing and
hardening.

He says !:here's evidence that vacuum

carburizing and hardening deepens the
optimum carbon level in the case,
increasing the gear' load-carrying capac-

ity. He adds that the process-with high-

pressure gas quenching-appears to

reduce distortion ill gears and makes
remaining distortion more uniform. Also,

there's no intergranular oxidation on the
gear's surface.

Wol f cautions that the process may not
be readily adaptable for use in job shops,
but it can be used in high-volume produc-

tion where there are large loads of similar
gears.

Vacuum carburizing and hardening has
been around for a long time. But Wolf says

it had "a black eye" for a while because it
was expensive to install and maintain, and

it created soot, which got on every thing-
including gears being treated. Also, gas
quenching-which is currently used with

vacuum carburizing and bardening-
didn't quench parts fast enough, thereby
requiring the use of oil quenching.

WoLf says atmosphere carburizing and
hardening of gears is "here to Slay" as a
heat treat process. But, he adds that. vacu-
um carburizing and hardening will start
nibbling away at traditional carburizing

and hardening.
According to Wolf, people would look

at vacuum carburizing and hardening
more seriously today than they would've
one or two years ago. Still. he says con-
verting to the vacuum process wi \I be
slow because of high capital costs.

More Energy Ef6ci.ent
MallY heat treaters in the gear industry

are trying to make their operation more

energy efficient. Their efforts are in part a
response to high energy costs they faced
in 2000 and 2001.

Merit Gear Corp. of Antigo, W],

installed recuperative burners iii two of
its three heat treat furnaces to make them
more energy efficient. A recuperative
burner u 'e an integrated inner and outer
tube system to burn gas more efficiently.

"It's like having a high-efficiency fur-
nace in your house," says Don Clem ins.

manufacturing manager of Merit Gear.
Heal treaters appear to benefit from

the burners, too. Clemins explains the
burners create less exhaust gas, so the
furnaces give off less heat, making the
factories not as warm during the summer.

Merit Gear installed those burners
because j Is energy costs in 200 I went up

20% from its usual costs. The company
absorbed those higher costs.

The Gleason Works of Rochester, NY,
tried to reduce its energy usage by shut-

ting down aile of its three rotary hearth
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furnace , but the company had to fire it.
up later because of production demand,

Although a machine tool company,
Gleason Works heat treats materials for
its gear-manufacturing equipment.

In its heal treat operation, Gleason
Works' natural gas costs had increased
39% .. Dina Giordano, supervisor of heat
treatment and electroplating. says those
costs decreased significantly by the end
of 200J bUIhave fluctuated since then.

The company looked for other cost
savings by installing better thermal con-
trols on its atmosphere furnaces, a well
as installing therrnal modules to speed the
heat-up and cool-downprocesses ..getting
rid of some outdated heat treat equip-
ment, ami switching from generators that
use natural gas to a liquid nitro-
gen/methanol mixture. With the nitrogen
maintaining the furnaces' atmospheres.
the furnaces can be started quicker for
on-line use,

Horsburgh & Scott is also tweaking its
equipment to ave energy. Cvetichan says
segments have been ramped up, holding
times have been reduced and cycle
lengths have been changed. Also the
company is installing better seals all its
furnace lids to reduce heat loss.

Horsburgh & Scott saw its natural gas
costs go up, more than 100% in the first
quarter of 2001.

Cvetichan remembers that Horsburgh
& Scott's energy contract expired at a
very bad time-when energy costs were
out of this world. But, the company had
to have the natural gas, so il. had to. nego-
tiate a new contract-no. matter the costs.

Since then, Horsburgh & Scott's nate-
ral gas costs have gone down 67%. But,
the company got caught in another con-
tract. It had to negotiate a new contract
before natural gas returned to its previous
prices.

Wolf says Cincinnati Steel Treating i
always looking for better burners and
insulation. but efforts to improve energy
efficiency are incremental. For example,
the company upgraded its radiant tube
burners to recuperative units several
years ago. He adds that there's no new
super-efficient. heat-treatmg equipment
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on the market.
Cincinnati Steel Treating saw its nat-

ural gas costs jump 60% in August 2000,
when its contract expired and it had to
negotiate a new one.

"We had escaped the big bullet." Wolf
says. During the 1999-2000 winter, ener-
gy prices were higher,

"We didn't get hun as bad as some
heat treaters did." Wolf says.

Still, the company raised its prices.
Wolf says the raises were the company's
first in four years, that the higher energy
costs were the straw that broke the
camel's back.

Cincinnati Steel Treating negotiated a
new contract, locking in energy prices
that looked good-at the time. Energy
prices later dropped and are now lower
than Cincinnati Steel Treating's locked-in

precisian through d'ialTlond

INNOVATIVE PCD REI:NFORCINIG
FOR D,IIRECT PLATEID D,'RESSERS

We will design, build and guarantee from your gear summary charts gear dressers for
IR.eishauerSPA and Fassler DSA Systems-Direct-Plated or Sintered-Bond Single- or
Double-Sided Dressers. -

WE aliso, Iproduce
Igear dressers for
• Gleason TAG

Gleason Pfauter
& Gleason Phoenix

• Liebherr
• Klingelnberg
• Oerlikon-O,pal
'. FI'oefler
·Ii!'urth

• Kapp
• Niles
• Samputensmi
• Mikron We' offer our customers

• H.ighest Accuracy
• Fastest Delive.ry

'. Competitive :Prices
• Relap &. IRepla.ling Service

• Maag
• Csepel

Call or fax us your g'ear dresser requirements.
You will quickly discover what leading' U.S. gear producers have learned.

DR KAISER gear dressers are the best value ,available.
IDistributed by:

S.L.Munson
~ Company

401 !Huger St .. Columbia. SC 29201
Phone:1-BOO-7T5-1390' Fax: 1-803-929-0507
E-mail: info@slmunson.com
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prices.
Wolf says that's the gamble that you

take in today's volatile energy market.
Industry Goals

Many heat treaters took steps to
reduce their energy usage in the short
term. Their industry has goals for dealing
with energy usage in the long tenn. The
goals also deal with environmental
impact.

In 1999, a research and development
plan was issued by the ASM Heat
Treating Society, an affiliate organization
of ASM International. The plan was sup-
posed to be a starting point for imple-
menting the heat treat industry's "Vision
2020" goals.

Based on industry needs, "Vision
2020" was a view of the ideal future, with
the following goals: use 80% less energy,
improve insulation, eliminate emissions,
reduce production costs by 75%, increase
furnace life tenfold, reduce furnace prices
by 50%, get rid of distortion-thereby
maximizing uniformity-in heat-treated
parts, get a 25% annual rate of retum all
investments in capital equipment, and cre-
ate 10-year partnerships with customers,

In early 2001, the heat treat indu stry
was facing higher energy costs. In
February 2001, Roger 1. Fabian, the heat
treat society's president, wrote to the
industry that higher natural gas and elec-
tricity costs again stressed the importance
to the industry of achieving the "Vision
2020" goals.

To work toward those goals, the soci-
ety was picked by the U.S. Energy
Department to coordinate development
and communication of the industry's
research and development plan. To man-
age the research and development pro-
grams and projects. a number of industri-
al companies created an independent
organization, the Center for Heat
Treating Excellence, located in
Worcester, MA.

Fabian wrote: "Only through the com-
mitment of the entire heat treating com-
munity can we keep our industry compet-
itive in an unpredictable economy." 0
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FOR IMORE INfORMATIONI

• ASM Intemationall/ASMI Heat
Treating Society
9639 Kinsman Road
Matefiials P'ark. OH44013-OOO~
Telephone: (440) 338-51'51
fax: (440) 338-453-4

• Center for H'eat Trealing IExceUence
Worces.er PoMechnic Institutel
100 IlnstiMe IRoad
Worcester, IMAIO~609-2280
Tellephone: (508) 831-599'2
Fax: 150811831-5993

• ICincinnati Steel Treating &0'..
51011MaJiemont .Av,e.
Ciincinna.ti, OH 45221'
Telephone: (5113) 2111-3113,
Far. '(513),211-35,10
E-mali·I:.cst@steeltreating.com

• The Gleasol] Works
1000 University Ave.
Rochester, NY 14601-1282
Tel'ephone: (11i61473-1iOOOI
Fax: (7116,)461-4348
E-mail: sales@gleason~com

• The Horsburgh & Scott Co.
15114Hamilton A.ve.
C·I'eveland, OH 44114
Telephone: (216~43,11-39001
fax: (216) 432-5850
E-mail: gears@horsburgh-scQ.tt.com

'. M'erit IGear Corp'.
P.o...Box 486
:8101 Hudson St.
Antigo, •.Wl !544U9-0486,
Telephone: (800)156-3148
Fax: 11151623-.2290
E-maill: .inlo@meritgear.com
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cIaa9t capabIIlJo IncIudq tInIIa eIIInri.
Anow's IIIBst BUCC8SS was utilizing our
state-of-the-art technologies to deslgn the
gear tooth geometry and to manufacture
all bevel gears in the PTO& AGB for
Pratt & WIlitney's PW 6000 engine.

2301 CurtJss Street· Downs(J Grove, 11.110515
Tal: (630J 969-7640 '. Fax: (6JO] 969'-0253

www.arrowgear.com

mailto:gears@horsburgh-scQ.tt.com
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Gleason, IKashifuj'j Announc'e Hob

Sha~peningl Anianc,e
Gleason Corp. and Ka bifuji Work

Ltd, of Kyoto. Japan. formed 810 agree-
ment that provides Gleason with exclu-
sive rights to sell and service Kashifuji
hob sharpening machine in various
areas worldwide.

The agreement is the latest initative in
the strategic alliance between Gleason and

Kashifuji that began in March 2000 with
the joint development and marketing of
certain cylindrical gear production
machines in Asia.

Products aremanufactured by Kashifuji
and sold through OGA Corp, of
T ukishima, Japan. Additionally. Gleason
represent" and seUs Kashifuji's exi ling
cylindrical gear products through Gleason's
current ales and service network ..

Hydra-lock arbors and chucks are designed to facilitate all types
of precision gear processing. Improve quality and cut costs by using
suner-aceurate Hydra-Lock arbors and chucks to hold parts and tools
used in hobbing, shaping, shaving. grinding and inspection operatons,

Hydra-lock Corporation originated and developed tile concept of
'hydl'8ulica'lly expanding arbors and chucks. Fifty years of continuous
research and development have resulted in Hydra-Lack's unmatched
expertise In the production ot sophisticated, precision workhording
devices. Our engineers weloome"specials,n particularly the most
demanding, which provide a motivating challenge to our engineers.

Bourn '& Koch Buvs IContmll'ing
Interest in ROlo~Technologv

Rockford, JL-based Bourn & Koch
Machine Tool Co. purchased controlling
interest in Rom-Technology of Dayton,
OH. Under the new ownership, the
Dayton facility will continue to manu-
facture, remanufacture/retrofit. and ser-
vice Rote-Technology gear inspection
systems and rotary tables.

According to Rota- Technology's
pre s release. the combined companies
will use the Bourn & Koch distribution
and, quality system while eliminating
duplicate efforts.
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If You Can Machine It, Hyd~a-LockCan Hold It!
--- ----

Made & serviced in the U.S.A. 1-80D-634-6973

OM. IDaiml:erChrysl'er End
'Partnership, lin New Venture' IGear

DaimJerChrysler and General Motor.
Corp. will end their joint powertrain ven-
lure, New Venture Gear.

Daim'lcrChrysler will buy GM's share
of the business, tailed in 1990, and
thereby become the sale owner.
However, GM will continue to. produce
gears. transmissions and differentials as
an independent business OUI of its cur-
rem Muncie, lN, facility.

After the re tructuring, New Venture
Gear's main operations will include its
pJ1ams in Syracuse, NY, and Roitach,
Germany, Management, engineering and
development. functions at its Troy, MI.

I headquarters will be restructured.

Philadelphial IGear Corp ..Appoints
New President, CEO

Cad D. Rapp was
hired a president and
CEO fer Philadelphia
Gear Corp,

His responsibilities in-
eludeleading the compa-
ny' efforts (0 align with

it~end users and de elop new product offer-
ings. Among Rapp's priorities is the opn-
mization of the inspect and repair regional
service and manufacturing centers.

Rapp has held several serum level
positions in ales and general manage-
ment, mo t recently as senior vice presi-
dent of sales and marketing for Strategic
Di lribulion Inc.



- --- --------- --- IINDUSTRY NEWS - - --- - -- - -- ---------

that, Ellel walked 'in a variety of po itions, Schomaker came 10 SU America from
including plant manager. duriag his 24 .:.'Overton Gear and Tool Corp. of Addison,
years at Philadelphia Gear Corp. IL, where he served as vice president of .

When lots of little things
mesh ...

,AlOMA Announces Partnership
wilh Gear IConsul.,ing Grou,p

The American Gear Manufacturers
As..sociat:ion announced a pannership - ith
the Gear Consulting Group of Richland, ML
'The two organizations will collaborate on
the Training School Cor'Gear Manutacmring,
with the GCG facilitating regional and ill-
plant versions of the AGMA program

The Ir.lining school focuses on the rels-
tion hips between manufacturing methods,
inspection procedures and the underlying
involute geometry and nomenclarlJJl:.

Overton IGear Has N'ew
Presidem~ ICED

Loll Ertel Will> hired e president and
CEO of Overton Gear and Tool Corp"
located in Addison, IL.

Previously, he served as vice president

of operation for foere-Jones/lllinois Gear,
a division of Regal, Beloit Corp. Prior '10

IF:lssl'er Corporation
131 W. Layton A.venue. Suite 308
Milwaukee. WII 53207
Phone (414) 769·0072
fax (414) 769-861 0
E·mail:usa@faessler-ag.ch

,British Gear Ass'oc:iation Names ale and marketing.
Chiel Executivel Previously. he worked for Match &

Tom Lynch was named chief executive of Merryweather Machinery Co., American
l!he British Gear Associaiion, Lynch II ; Pfauter Ltd Partnership and Gleason Corp.
w rk:~ in ~ en~~ring industry for 36 I Scho~aker served American .pr~~ter
years In vanou po limns. Most recently, he i a. a regional sales manager ·peCHlhz.IIlg
served. commercial and technical director I in automotive markers, Wllen Gleasoa
of an aluminum die casting foundry. bought American Pfauter in 1997.

Lynch, a fellow of the In titute of 1 chomaker continued to work ill the
Mechanical Engineers. aiel, "Allhough I Michigan territory.
this is an industry which is not as buoyant I Accordin to SU America' pres release.
a it has been in the past, there are- ! Schomaker hns extensive knowledge of gear
nonetheless-opportunities and the BGA I hobbing, shaping. shaving. grinding. debur-
has a team which intend 10 con~inue it" I ring, chamfering and hard finishing.
support of current members and merease I Also, Schomaker has bachelor's
membership on an ongoing basi ." 1 degree ill meehanieal and electrical

1. engineering. 0
i
ii ~ ,SU A-'-medcalHlires Vice Prlesid'en1

of Sallies for lIiIinois, Indiana Tell Us Whit YouThink ...
V'lIit www.geltllcbnoiDflY.Cfllllto
• Rat, thil artielD
• Request IIIOfI infonnltion
• Contact the author or companin metlliooed
• MakD IIluggDStion

Or call (847143NiliOI10 talk to ooe 01 011' adiIonl

SU America Inc, has hired Fred H.
Schomaker as vice presidem of regional sales.
with responsibility for lliinois and Indiana.

www.faessler-alg.ch

http://www.geltllcbnoiDflY.Cfllllto
http://www.faessler-alg.ch


_------------PRODUCTNEWS-------------
processes. is guaranteed.

For more information, contact

Reishauer Corp. in Elgin. JL, by phone at

(847) 888-3828 or on the Internet at

11111'111. reishaue r.com.

New Gearhead line,flrom Mi,jno
Precisien Gearing

The MRP gearhead line from Mijne
Precision Gearing is a group of all-plan-

etary. low-backlash, servo-grade gear-

heads intended for applications that do Nook Industries' Actionjac metric ball

not involve rapid reversing or aceelera- screw jacks are available in 0.5-[On 1020-
tion,

The MRP is available in one or two
stages with ratios from 100 to 1. Five
sizes are offered. The product is shaped
as a round-body gearhead with tapped

holes in the face of the output shaft end.
At the motor input. end, there is a square

flange for assembly to servomotors. A
clamping-style input pillion is self-locat-

ing, enabling as. embly to servomotors.
For more information, contact the

NOI1h American office in Park Ridge, Il.,
by phone at (847) 698-9041 or visit
www.mijno.com ..

New Gealr Grinding Machine
from Reishauer

Reishauer's new RZ 400 gear grind-
ing machine utilizes gearless planetary
drives. acoustic sensing for alignment of

dressing diamonds and low-noise shift-
ing for surface finish improvement.

Applications for this machine include
small and large batch production.

According to Rei hauer's press
release, the idle times are minimized.
Flexibility in generating different gear
tooth geometry. as well as applying
diverse grinding cycles and profiling

Ion capacities, in ball screw or machine
Screw designs.

The Actionjae metric ball screw jacks
feature low-profile, internal return ball
nuts, while machine screw jacks are fit-

ted with bronze. trapezoidal nuts.
Actionjac metric jacks are available in

upright or inverted configuration with
translating or rotating lifting screw and
optional top plate or clevis mounting.
lEC motor and motor mounting options
are also available.

For more information, contactNook

Industries of Cleveland. OH, by phone at
(216) 271-7900 or oolne Internet at

wwwnookindustries.com.

New Gearing Components frem
H!D Systems

The CSD series is II line of ultraflat
gearing component sets with a 50%
reduced axial length and is designed for
robotic . aerospace and factory automa-
tion application .

111e series uses an "S" tooth profile.

Additionally, the construction of the
component set allow the surrounding
enclosure to be made more compact for
size and weight savings.

Tile CSD ize 20 has a rated torque of
248 irt-lbs. and a maximum torque of

673 in-lbs. and is available in gear ratios

of 50: 1. [00: I and 160: I.
For more information, contact HD

Systems of Hauppauge, NY. by phone at
(631) 231-6630 or visit www.HDSl.neton

iNew Gear Rack hom Emerson
Power Transmission

Emerson Power Transmission expand-
ed the Browning line of gear racks to
include gears with 25° pressure angles.

According to Emerson's press release,

other new capabilities include 1,-64 DP.
0.5-28 module, a helical gear rack. a

round rack and thickness and face width
to 17..75". Prod ucts are developed tomeet
the requirements of the packaging, con-

struction, machine tools .. power plants.
material handling, agricultural equipment
and accessibility equipment industries.

For more information, contact Emerson
Power Transmission of Maysville. KY, by
phone at (606) 564-2087 or on the lnternet
at www.emerson-ept ...com.

New Gear Reducer from 'Harmonic
Dlr,ive!Technologies

The Rotary Vector (RV) C hollow

shaft gear reducer from Harmonic Drive
Technologies offers high ratio gear reduc-
tion and a through-hole ranging from 3 II
mrn (1.2") to 138 mm (5.4"). The measure-

ments are suitable for vacuum line . wiring
harnesses, concentric shafting and cooling
lines to be run through the center.
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According to Harmonic Drive's pres
release. the rated torque range is 867-27.754
lbs, with a peak torque range of

4.337-138.768 lb . Total 10 t motion from
all sources, including backlash, spring rate
and hysteresis, is one arc-minute. The reduc-
er includes built-in output bearings that sup-
port large thrust and overhung loads.

Application for the product include
rotary table , wrist axes, welding positioners
and other precise rotary positioning uses.

For more information. contact Har-

monic Drive 'Iechnologie of Peabody.
MA. by phone at (978) 532-1800, bye-mail
at in/o@hm"fllOllic-dril'e.conf or on the
Internet at Iltwl4dlarmonic-dri\'e.cOln

New GriindingllMachines: frem
United Gdndiing 'techno:logies

Combillilngcenterless grinding and
between-center grinding into one setup,
the K:rOriOS L Dual from United Grinding
Technologies Inc .. was specia.lly devel-

oped for workpieces such as gearshafts,
crankshafts, camshafts, or hafts forelec-

tric motors.
According [0 United'spress release,

this machine reduces machining lime by
approximately 45%. A workhead and tail-

stock are installed between the grinding

and regulating wheel and be ide the
fixed workrest blade,

For more infonnation. contact United
Grinding Technologies Inc. of Mi-
ami burg, OH. by phone at (9'37) 859-
1.975. bye-mail at ugl@grinding.com or
on 'the Internet alll.'ww.grinding.com

Gear l'echnologywel'comes, your new prod-
uct ,announcemen1sfor 'gears. gear dlives
,and products for de'Sjgning. manufacturingl
land tes1iiing Igeal'S.

Send your new Iproduct releases 10':
Gearl'echnology
1401 !-unt Avenue
IElk GroveVillag:e, IlL I6000J
IFax: 841~437-6618
.E-mail::peop.le@geartechnolog •.co.m

Tell Us What You Think •..
V'!Sit www.,..,recIHroIogr.comto
• Rate Ihillflicle
• Request IIIOf'8 information
• Contact campania ... ntiOlHld
• Make I suggestion

Or cafl(841) 43l-&iIM to talk III one 01'DII' adm!

WANTED?
MORE A.CCURACY

MORE EXPANSION

MORE VERSATILITY

LONGER LIFE

AND LESS COST?
--------

THE ANSWER FIQR 1150 Y!EARS.

L,eCOUNT. lae,
12 Dewitt Dr. • PO BO'l( 950 • White RiNer Jet •• \IT 05001 U.S.A.,

Tel: 1800) 1642-6713 nr (802)296-2200 • Fa,x: (;802) 296-6843 E-maiil: lecounl@sover.net
Website: hHp:/Iwww.ilecount...com (includes product specifications)
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Walnt better
Iperformance from
your ,cutting to,015?

I.
I

SM

C:rucilblle's ,CPiMIhi:glhSipeedisteelis ,cain giv,e YOUI
the edge you're, looking lor!'

'iI'M CPM (Crucible P8r1lc1e Mlltallurgy) Ptuceu
results In a homogeneous microstructure wltl1 a uniform
distribution of altremely 'line cwbides as shOWll below:

" J'!HI W.nt bett., .,.".,rmanc:. trom yOW' bI'oac::he .. Itoftc, mill/1ft cuff.,., end
miff., .•lutpers, ab.vers or aLII« cuffing :100'" f". OW' CPII high apeed .r.. r~

CPM M4He A boost In wear resistance over M2 and M3.

CPM IRex 45, Cobalt grade for higher red hardness and
beller wear resistance than M35 or M42.

CPM X 54, M4 plus oobalt for added red hardness.

CPM Rex 20' Cobalt-free b.!I pe!bms &Ie. CPM Rex 45.
CPM Rex TiS High vanadium provides abrasion resistance,
-' -'for ,edge retention in cutting diffiCunmaterials.
CPM Re. 71, Superior red hardness for high cutting speeds

with abrasion resistance like T15.
~ CPM Rex 12,1 The uillfl'lat~ in wear resistance and ,red hardne~s.

~ - HRC>iO. Suitable for dry cu!b/lg. Alternative to C!IIbide.
CPM II~"" OIl,. ./ao ."allab/e '-II Ihe "115'" ,(Hillll SulfurJ'

modltladlon for "He, mOIIchlnabllUy " " •• Iled.

Cftlciible, •••,
The Tool Steel PI'OS-

To find the Cruclb~le Servic,e Center
nearesl you please call: ,800.365-1185
or vlslt:WWW.CJIUCfbleservic·e •.com

Subscribe today for F.REEto the industry's only magazine
exclusively serving the' heat treat marketplace:

HEAT TREATING PROGRESS.

Published by ASM Ineemational, IITP is the official
magazine of the ASM Heat Treating Society.

We deliver timely infonnation you need to compete in
today's ever changing business environment

If you are a manufacturer utilizing heat treating.
commercial or captive heat treater, specifier of heat treating.
or an industry supplier you will findHTP just right for you!

CPU Hlgh'SjMNId eo.....ntlonal High Speed

CPM offers real advantages tor:
1boI u..., &.pe<IOf wear resls!Bnoo acd IDUghness l.o!'Iger i0oi ire

Beller 1001performance. Easier ' .... narpenlng
llH>IlrIaDrII: Imp......:! gnndabllily ConsisIenlheallreal_

Pra:IiI::IME _ d'Iange. SIaIje SLilsD'aIe lor <XIaIr'9!

To learn more contact the publisher,
Tunothy McNichols at 44()..338-5151ext. 5712,

email: tmcnicho@asmintemational.org

Subscribe online toda' for FREE to "Th e Business an' d T. .hru I· f H t'Il' 'tin' TM",_ _ y __ __ _ _ _ .lee 0 ogy 0 ea rea g
www.asmintemational.orgIHTPsub
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USE RAIPID REA10ERRESPONSE to contact any adv,ertise:r in this, issue
wwwgeartec.hnology.COm/lfr.hlm

Ra id Reade'r Res:o,nse: Ilfs FAST! It:s,EASY! Irs ~NLY ONlIINE!
Adwrliser IPap Pho!!:" E Ilil

AI8M Magnethermic Corp 18001547-1527 8J8xsaleS@818xmag.com

American Metal Treatin~ Co_ 55 illli\43I.(4!1l mark@ameritanmBlaluBatin~.tom

A,pplied Process 4 (734) 464-2030 inlo@appJiadprocantom

Arrow Gear Co_ 47 1630) 96'3-764lJ bevelS@amlWgear.com

NW Systems Co. 10 (248) 544-3852

Bam International Corp_ 41,54 IU7) 272-8128 people@baritcom

Bourn & Koch Machine Tool Co_ 3J 1815) 965-4013 bournkoch@worldnetattnet

Broach Masters IncJUniversal Gear Co_ 42 1530) 885-1939 sales@broachmaslers.com

Crucible Service Cenlers 52 (800)365--",85 crucible@crucibl'eservice.com

D1GU.lnc, 40 1S37)746-3800 sales@dlgilgage.net

Dr, KaIser [S.L Munson) 4S UlOOI77HlOO Info@slmynson.com

Dura-Blr 8 18001221-6455 or sales@dura-bar.com
18151l'!8-78OO

Electroheat Technologies LLC. 30 (248)364-4740 mail@electroheaNech.com

Fassler Corp. 41.«9 i414) 169-0072 usa@faessler-ag.ch

The' Gear Indusrry Home PaggN 46 (M71437-6604 people@gear1!echnology.eom

Gear TeehnoloN Cenler,
28-2'3 (248) 669·6136 inf~mitsu bishigea rc enter.comDiv. of Mitsubi i International Corp.

Gleason Corp. 54 ·1585)473-1000 dme1ton@gleason.com

Gleason Cutting Tools Corp. 1,54.55 lB1S) 877-1l900 dme1ton@gleason.com

Gleason Works, The IFC 1585) 473-1000 dme1ton@gleason.com

1f9'! Treating Progress maQazin8 52 (4401338-5151 ext 5112 trncnitho«!lasmintem8llonal.orQ

Hydra-Lock Corp. 48 (8001634-6913 inquiries@hydralock.com

IndeJl Technologies Inc. 55 (4401~4627 gallenco@msn.com

lnduetoheatlnc. 20 [8(0) 624-6297 or sales@inductoheattom
12481585-93'33

Insco C'orp. 33 (S781448-6368 sales@inscoeorp.com

Inlerstate 1001 Cor.p. 55 (2161671-1071

lilsen InternltiOflsl1 39 [SIS] 3324941 saleS@abaripsen.com

mY Heantand 35 (32OJ 162.-8782 itYfgears@rtwgurs_com

Koepfer Amenca LLC. 55 (U71931-4121 ;sales@koepferamenc8,com

Krefter Gsartech 55 nJ31237-9793 kreiter@kreiter-geartech.com

LeCoum: Inc. 51 (8001642-6713 or Ie count&over.net
(80212'36-2200

Midwest 'Gear" Tool Inc. 35 (5861154-8923 r,osscr@attglobalmSI

Midwest GBar Corp. 55 (3301 42Hm ronh@mwgear.cDrn

Nachl Machining Te~hnolQgv Co_ 5 (5IIIi126J-Ol00 salaS@nachlmtc_com

Perry Technologv Carp. IBe 18601738-2525 salas@perrygeer.com

pOWflrrtsnsmissjon. colliM 44.51 [8411 437-6604 plsales@powertr,ansmission.com

Purdy Corp. The 11 [8601649-0000: sa leS@purdytJansmi~5ions.com

Sta r Cuner Co. 2 (248J 474-8200 salas@st.arcutter.com'

Stll Cuttlr C\)_{West Snm:h Irnlustr1es\ 55 \Wf1l1-unl)\" sll'ss@st~rl:uneu:1llI1
(9891345-2865

Sleel fraatars tne, SS 15181274-8821 ddartgt@aol'com

SU Amerie a Inc. BC (U 71649-1450 lapo@suamerica.l:om

www.alaxmag com

www.lm9Iicllnmulaltrealmg.com

www.appliedprocess.com

WNW.arrowgelr.com

WNW.bam.com

www ..bourn-k.och.com

www broachmas!ers.com

WNW.,electroneal·tech.com

wwwfaessler'lg ch

www,gurtBchnotogv·com

www mltsubishigeercentBr.com

www.gleason_com

lNWW_gla8son.com

www_gleason.tom

www.hvdralock.com

www.lnducloheatcom

www.inscocorp.com

Wiffl.lfllerstalelQolcor.com

www.mwgear.com

INWW na chlrnlC.CQm

www.perrygear.com

www.powerlransmission.com

www.purdytJansmissions.com

www.starcutter.CDm
www.goldstarcoatings.com

_stllrcutlutom

www.samputensih_com
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HELP'iVANTED
--------

M_ANiUFACTU!RER'S
REPRESENITATIVE

Precision Gear Co., a state-of-the-art
gear manufacturer located in
Cleveland, 101'1,. is looking for a prates-

, sional rep firm for our Wiscollsin,
Iowa and lllinois territory.

W,e manufacture quality 'gears utiliz-
ing the latest grinding,and CNC tech-
nology that meets commercjal and
aircraft Quali.tystandards.

Qualified individuals or companies,
please submit resumes or letters of

I

qualification to P;IQ. Box 692,
Wickliffe, 01'1 44092 or e-mail to
sales@dnettis.com.

i ENGINEER.ING, MANAGER
I Aero Gear, iI supplier of gears and gearboxes
I to~e aerospace industry,se:ks an ,eng~-

neenng manager to be respons!ble fOf 'Bngl-
neering processes, estimating, programming,
proiset management, budgets. end tool
design. Candidate must have :knowledge of
geaf manutacturing techniques for splines,

, spiral and straight bevel gears, and gearboK-
es and have experience supervising people.

We have an innovative, team-oriented cul-
ture that recognizes creative and efficient
work. We oHer a competitive salary, quarter-
~V cash profit sharing, 401(k}, and relocation
assistance. Check us out at
lNWVII.aerooeaccoro, then send your resume
and salary requirements to Human Resources
Dept, Aero Gear Inc., 1050Day Hill Rd., Windsor;
CT 0009!i or e-mail to jolJs@atmJQear;cqm EOE

Rates-Line Classified: I" minimum. 325. Additionallines $45 per line (8 tines per incb), Display
Classified: 3" minimum: lX-$735. JX-$685 per inscrl.iorl.6X-$645 per insertion. Addnional
per inch: lX-$255, JX-S235 per insertion, 6X-$225 per insertion. Color Oassifled: Add $150
per Insertion for color. Gear Technology will set type to advertiser's layout or design a clussifled ad
at no extra charge. Payment~ Full payment must accompany classified ads. Send check drawn in
U.S. funds on a U.S. bank or VisalMaslerCardlAmerican' xpress number and expiration dale to
Gear Technology. P.o.. Box 1426. Elk Grove Village ...IL 60009. Agency Commission: NQ agency
commission on classified ads. Materials Deadline: Ads must be received by the [5th of the month,
lWO month prior 10 pubtication. Acceptance: Publisher reserve the right to .accept or reject adver-
tisements al his discretion.
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I Midwest, proglressille' Igear man-
. ufaicturer with state-or-the-art
fa.cility is seekingtbe foUowing:

I GIEAJI GRINDING TlECHNI'CIAN
II Requires 3 years experience in setup & cper-
I atian of modern CNC g:ear grindingmachines.

I

CNC gear analytical inspection experience
desirable.

OEA,R HOB,BINO TECHNICIIAN
Requires 3 years experience in setup &
operation ,of fine- and madhnn-pitcb,
modern eNC gear hobbing machinery.
eN!: gear analytical inspection experi-
ence desirable.

We offer an attractive benefits package
that incluoes medical, dental. lif,e insur-
ance, vacation, paid holidays and profit
sharing. Please' send resume to:

BO,X GT1I
C/O, IRandall Publishing, lnc,
11425, Lunt Ave'.
Elk IGrove Village'. IL 60007

mailto:sales@dnettis.com.
http://www.powertrllnsm/ssion.com


SERVICE
- -- --

HOB SHARPENING
SERVICE,

S'taT Cutter Co.

/!LAuro
7ffSTARCUTTiER COMPANY::!f!t/ IS0-9OO1CE.RTlI'IED

" THIN FILM C,o.ATINGS
Wesl Branch Industnes

Subsidiary of Star Cutter Co.
2.083 W. M·SS, West Branch, MI48661

1-B88-Rllsharp·' 1-888·737-4211
Pl'Ione: (9119),345-2865 • fAX: j989I345-5G60

t-"-1
IINTERSTATE TOOL ICORP.

'CLEVEe OHIO

CUSTOM ENGINEEREO &
MANUFACTURED CUITING TOotS

ESTABLISHEO 1960

FORMI RiLlEVED & P1RDAl.iEGROUND
MllUNG tunERS

GEAR SHAPER & SHAVING CU1TERS
AU. CLASSES, OF HOBS

HSS. soun CARBIDE & CARBIDE TIPPED

WHETHER '{OU NEED NEW TOOLS.
MODIFICATIONS, RESHARPENING.
REPAIRS OR M&M INSPECTIONS.

CDNTACT us FDR A QUOTE TODAY I

wwwjntlrstatetao/COl.com
Tel: 216-&11-1011- Fax: 21&-611-5431

IDirectYllur linquiries to
RonIIHum,phrey. IGeneral Manager

ronh@ wgear.cDm

GEAR TOOTH IGIRIINDING
Spur· Helicall

elHerringbone Iwitb ,groovel
Capac ity Upl to' 63'" 01.10"

1 D.P•• 16"lace

,AGMA Certification Illnspection
Delivery tOIMeet Viour Requirements

Midwest Gear ICorp.
21:82 E. Aurora IiId.

Twinsblng. DH 44081'
Pbona330-425-4419
Fax 330-425·8600

" State-of-the-art CNC sharpening
and inspection machines

Induction Ha,rdening
:Speciatlists in Tooth by Tooth
IContour H!ardening of lmemal
Spur. helical and bell,el geats
Our gear hardening equipment
includes 5 NATCO submerged
process machines and !5 AJ.AX
CINC-controUedg'ear scanning
machines. Tooth by tooth 'gear
hardening from .50P-IOOP, up' to
15 tons, 200' diameter.

A_merh::an ~eta~ Treilting Company
C'I'evel'andl,IDhio

IPllone:12161431-44920 Fax: /2161431-15081
Web: www.llmflrjcalJmBralf~tlarjlJg.com

IE-mJ i I: m~lJmericalJmBtB'~elJtllJg'.cDm

Breakdown Serviiee' Allaillable

• Wet gr:inding with free-cutting CBN or
diamond whee'ls for MIBumfree" sharp-
,ening of carbide or high speed steel

, • Optional recoating and stripping

" Rush service available

IKoepfer America" LLC
635 Schneider Dnve
South Elgin, Il60177
Phone 847-93,1-4121
Fax: 841-931-4192

sall~sflZlkoepferamerica.com

Induction Specialists

• Straiglilt Induction

• Carbo,n Iinduction

• Selectiive Annealing

IContact IDalvid Stolper,a
at ~518t21'4~8821

er ddartgt@aol.com

GIEA.R TOOTH
GRINDIN'G SERVII,CIES
Spu., ~Helical ~Double H'elical

Capacity up to 60.5" D.O.. 1 ID.P., 29r
Stroke. All ground gears certified up to

I AGMA Class 14+ on Zeiss-Hofler 1602
CMM. Invenlory of grinders includes
Hofler BOO,Hofler 1253 Supr.a,Hofler 1500,

I

two Hofler Nova CNC 1000s (FuIlV eNC
with on-board CMM checker]', and
IHofler Rapid 111100Form Grinder.

K'r,e:iter G'eartech
2530 Garrow SL. Houston, TX 77003
Phone: 713-237-9'793 Falt: 713-237-1209
Contact: Mr, Willie Whittington
Visit our Website et
WINW.kreiter·geartech. com

II'ndexTec'hnologies.lnc.
2'1135Lorain Road

'Fairview Park,IDhill44126
IPhone: 4401·895-46211I1D851

Fall: ,440·331-051 &
Email: gallenco@msn.cam

~. BROA.CIH SHARPENING

.. HOB SHARPENING,

• SHAVING CUTTER GRINDING

• THIN FILM COATING

• CUSTOM HEAT TREAT SERVICE

PICK UP AND DELIVERY IN MANY AREAS

Glea··-500- -:- 'Cutti- ""ng" "I'lbol--__ __ __ __ .,_5
c a IR paR AT fa N

1351 Windsor IRoad
"'oves Park, III. 611111 USA

Phone: 815-8n -8900
Fax: B,15-8n-0264

Website: wwW..g·leason.com
E-Mail: gctc@gleason.com

IHOB SHARPEINIING
INIDIEX TEC!HINIOLOIGIIE:S

c .. •AGIMA
• "t. .~.". Class AAindex ...o =Hellcal

",. ':':'::::;'."""• Skiving
.~";;rij0' • Carbid'e'

-up to 11.25,NI.O.P. capacity
-recaating & snipping of all
coatinq types

-rapid turnaround
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• .ADDENDUIM----------- __
TOP SECRET • TOP SECRIET • TOP SECRET • TOP SECRET • TIOP SECRET • TOP SECRET

TOP SECRET
CODE NAME: Ginger
MISSION: Design, prototype and test
I transmisliol fOr a, new device'. The
transmiSlion must lite compact and
efficient It should ihave ,almolt no
backlash, and it must be ,able to
operaf,e in bath f'Dr-ward and
rillern. MOil limportantlv, the
transmillion mUlt be quiel. In fact,
it shouldn't sound like a tr,.nsmil-
'lion at alii. It sbould Iblendlinlwith tbe
en.vironment and lound Ililla music Dr
the wind. This mission, shoul'd rou
,choose to, ICCI,pt it, is tap secret.
Not even rour emplovees, can know
what vou're working DR •••

Sounds like something out of a. spy
novel. right? Well. not exactly. This
"mission" was a real a signmeru,
accepted by Axicon Technologies Inc.
of Pittsburgh. It. was given to A icon by
a startup company called Segway
L.L.C. of Manchester, NH, whose

Segway personal transportation device
was unveiled in December after years of
speculation. rumors mel-towards the

end-considerable hype ..

Segway L.L.C. was founded by
eccentric and renowned inventor Dean
Kamen. For some time, there was a
buzz about what he'd been working all.
a project code-named "Ginger," which
was also ornetimes referred to as "IT."

Now. tile secret is out. The Segway
human transporter is designed to carry a

single passengerat speeds up to 12.5

mph in a pedestrian environment. It w
unveiled in a media blitz on Good
Morning America and has been fea-

tured on Tire TOflight Show with Jay
Leno. Highly engineered, it's equipped
with all son ' of mechanical and elec-
tronic gadgets to ensure balance,
smoothness of ride and safety.

Thanks to Axicon Technologies, the

transmission is also highly engineered.

For example, Segway's engineers were

very particular about the sound made by
the gearbox. They wanted no! only a ,
quiet. gearbox. but also one whose sound

was con istent with the rest of the device.
Riding the Segway i .supposed to be

a "light, efficient and magical" experi-

ence, says J. Douglas Field, Segway's

vice president of product development
and chief engineer .."We wanted noise '10

be low in level and high in quality."
Working with gear noise is one of

Axicon's specialties say Brian Ahlborn,
vice president of sales and marketing.

In this case, Ahlborn says. Axicon
was in tructed to make the gears "sound
like the wind," To do that, 'Ihe gears

were carefully "tuned'tto achieve just

the right sound.
"It's pure music theory," says Field.

He explains that by controlling the
number of teeth in each mesh of the
two- tage transmission, it makes sounds ,

that are exactly two octaves apart. By
tuning the transmission in that way, the
engineer hoped to eliminate any dis 0- I

nance and make the transmis ion sound
pleasant to the ear.

Axicon also held jury te IS, during

which people listening to the transmis-

sion rated its sound quality. The trans-
mission was continually improved
based 011 those ratings.

According to Ahlborn, Axicon's
strengths include a mix of proprietary

technologiesand engineering approach- I

es, as well as a corporate culture that. I

emphasizes creativity and technology.
"We're prelly unique in how we do
some of those things," he says, describ-
ing the corporate culture as "Silicon

VaHey meets the Rust Belt."

ield says it also helped that Axicen
could act quickly and knew what com-
panies 'to contact for manufacturing.
According to Ahlborn. Axicon deliv-

ered working .. sound-ie ted prototypes
in five month. Axicon did some gear

manufacturing in-house, but Schafer

Gear of South Bend. IN. did most of
the gear manufacturing as Axicon's

gear supplier for the Segway project.
Now that lite secret. is out, Segway and

Axicon are getting ready for mass pro-
duetion. Segway has built a 77,000

square foot factory in Manchester. NH.
Tille facility will be capable of producing
40,000 Segways per moruh, Althoug.1t the

con umer version i. not scheduled to go
on sale until. late in 2002. the Addendum
team will be among the first in line 10 try
them out. if for no other reason than to
hear the gears. 0

lell Us What Vou Think ...
YlSit wwwgestflCltnolDflr:CIllJlIO
• Rate this article
• Request more inlonnation
• Contact the author 01' companies mentioned
• Make e suggestion
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Samputensi1i presents. the new modular
s-senes in a complete' diameter range
from 100 up to 3000' mm,lbuilt in
ChemnitziGermany; the, cradle of gear
nabbing.

With this recent addition to our machine
tool line we are, ,able to offer you complete
solunons tor your gear cutting needs from
roughing to finishing.

In addition, we provide an unmatched
service, and sales networik throughout
tile US by Meritage National Services
and its ,affiliates.

SU Amerl'ca, Inc.
5200 IPralrle Stone ,Parkway, Suite '100
Hoffman Eamtes, I~1601!92
Te'l: +1 (847)649-1'450
Fax: +11 (847) 649'-0112
E-mail: sales@suamerica ..com
I'IHp:IIWINW .samputensili.com

Contact us today
to findl out wl1at we can do tor you.

certified

- Shave Grinding - Chamfering - Deburrlng - ShavLng Cutter Grinding:
Bevel Gear Cutting - Tooll and Commodity Management Services (OMS)


